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New goods arriving daily. Our eastern
buyer has made arrangements with leading
manufacturers to keep us supplied with all
the late nobby styles of Clothing, which we
will sell at the lowest prices, for cash. Hav-
ing very light expenses and buying for three
large clothing houses, we are enabled to
"scoop" all the bargains. We can furnish
iss•A 4-4,4 . ilkMi
me Clothing Made to Order Li
and guaranteed to lit, or no sale. Com, and
see us at our 
i0 1 31 RICE CASICCLOTEN STORE






A friend of ours, who is a locomotive engineer, says that
C011.3.1R, CCOIVI 1=0M9IVITC0I;Lia
Remind him of an engine stalled on an up grade,
They Puff and Blow!
*044 thb3laan't get.to the top. Tlaere is the whole story.
'W ctri913..ro !
We get there quietly and efficiently, but oh) my ! we can smile at the
• criticisms of our method; at the dental of our claims, at
the slandering of our goods.
TASTE THE PUDDING!
For it is -chock full of phmis, and the proof of the pudding is in eating.
Come and See Us.
My name is familiar to all, and should you forget ask anybody and
they will direct you to
tine,
22 and 24 Ninth St.
EVA/Writ-La IU•wiltiLIMili D•sLir P•
Oltrav
VIM 14.111 1,11 11161.9oullellit ' T I Nig.__ ATA41),E Livery and Feea
fir TFIN-
7.1%.A. 2•7 s N 0 iter lighvillt R. R. Ca, -STABLE,.-"
J .11110.11WPINteentr If meager • 
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
ND NASH. Clerk. itOtTEI ROUND.
ivaaaville I L.aoselloa
except nu iotay, at * o'clock, • 
m.
, m•L ter/sure
awaiseetioss with the A N. R. It.
•
- -
Letariaing. lea ;es Laanelton daily at 11:t9. p
seeder serapted, and Owensboro at 9 p. a.
ainseae Or= e Saa.
L011.•• es. fh. sham
Lesamowampars.. ... 4p. ea. sharp
vervarmithribir WadrIrspow Sunday, bat not
Sores purchased by the w ard
BYLN13 a SN Y DEN, Agents
Armrest Rusaellv Ole
Mail. MI serf .
LesTPII 4 ) wenorlsoen  2:40 p, m. 6:00 a. in.
Leaven ("antral City . 6:21 p. on. 9:30 a. m.
Arrive. at Ititsselly ills. 6:20 p. in. p.
Leavitt ilarassMA ate .... . 110.90 111.
#0.41) p
rrivea at Adairville  . 111.00 a. m.
10 pIn
NrfItTIT 11,41‘" N D .





Leaves Russellville . 7.06 a. in. '14.2.; a. in
A'aVeal entral ity . Ii 05 a. in 1.50 p. in
krri yea at Owarsiggro. . 10.45 a. in. 4.4.1p. at
.r. T /I A NANKIN. ties. bihirOgr, LeolsvIlle.
K. H. MANN Supt.
Owensboro 'lty
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Cam end illtaals 204 MILO* liolinlainatill
lion hr nuraes. romcial attention (Ivan to furnisb
re seed heroes wee erehrteeee to all Over, ease.





TEirlifONIAS OF 110N. PAtTli, OF
HERIEN COUNTY.
Wenle !Not Tale $1,000 for 11—He-
liwt eat of Fifteen leans' Suffering
From Dyspepsia'.
ALarrilis, ('a June 22, l'7.—B. B.
B Conipany, Atlanta, OKI—Gentlemen:
I had suffered I row that terrible disease,
dyspepsia, toe over fifteen years, and
during that dine tried everything I
could hear of• and spent over three
hundred dollara in doctors' bills, with-
out receiving the slightest benefit. In-
deed, I continued to grow worse. Fi-
nally., after I despaired of obtaining re-
lief, a friend recommended B. B. B
(Botanic Blood Balm), and 1 begat
using It ; not, however, expecting to be
bent-fitted. Alter using half bottle I
was satisfied that I was being beneested
and when the Sixth bottle was taken
felt like a new man. I would not take
$1,000 for the good it hap done nie; In
fact, the relief 1 derived from It is price-
less. I firmly believe that I would have
died had I not takeu it.
Reepets fel ly, etc.,
Ttfil)1Art PAW:.
For the blood, nae B. B. B.
For scrofula, use B. B. B.
For catarrh, use B. B. B.
For theumathen, use B. B. B.
For kidney troubles, use B. B. B.
For Ain disease, Use H B. B.
For eruption., use B. B. B.
For all blood poison, use B. B. B.
Ask your neighbor who ham used B.
B. B. of its merits. Get our book free
filled with certificates of wonderful
cures.
SPECIAL.
All who desire full information about
tie! ramie and cure of Blood Poisons,
Scrolula or Scrofulous Swellings, Ulcers,
Sores, Mhe,umatistn, Kidney Complaints,
Catarrh, eta., can secure by mail free, a
copy of our 3z-pagA Illustrated Book of
Wonders, filled with the most woeder-
ful and startling proof ever before
known. Address, Risme Beset Co.
Athlete, tea.
tripsecciRinENTED ATTRACTION,liver a Million Distributed:
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP',
Incorporated by the Legislature in tatil, for
Educational and Charitable purposes, and II.
franchise snack a part of It.. prosent Stale Con-
stitutIon, in 1679, by an overwhelming popular
Tote.
Its Crawl Extraordinsry Draw Ines take
plaee Semi-Annually, (Jui.c. and December)
And its t,rand Single Number Drawings take
place on each of the other ten months in Um
year. and are all draw n in the Acad-
emy of Music, New orreries. La.
We to hcreby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for all the Monthly and guar-
terlyly Drawings of the couisiana State Lot-
1,07 CoMpany, an.1 in person manage and con-
trol the Drawingrthemiel vita, and that the matte
are conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
butt toward se parties. anti we authorise
Pigtomp*nyio use this certificate, with far-
lareiiss of our signatures attaches, in its adver-
tisehiPelii."
VOWSWateeitlisera.
We the undersigned Hanks and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the Lou/mania Slate
Lotteries which inay be presented at our coun-
ters.
It. M. W A YpMLE1.
Dreg. Louisiana National Hank.
P. '4-'! *,
prep. Nitifle qi•tionitt Ranh.
A. ki41,111WIN•
Pres. New Orleans Natiainal Rank.
l'ARI.
Pres. S mien sia*.isinal Rank.
Grand Monthly Drawing
in the Academy of MUSIC, New Orleans,
Tuesday, July 10, ItariS.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
100.000 Tifkels at Tweet') itellara
each. muse. *la: .tuffrtert SI;
Tenths at: Twentietk• es.
LIST or relied.
I'RtiE 4./1; 1.100227;.000,:il:
1 " of 100,000 is
I •• of £0,000 is
2 1'1:11E8 111 10.000 see
of 11.000 are
"t 1,U4in are
1114 (,;,f Vst) arbare
IOU of sr':
AP1140IiklATl0N
100 Prises of 6A00 approximating so
Cam Priaa are 5141.00e
100 Prize.' of $300 nit:a-emir, Ming to
ilutt,000 Prie are
100 Prtzes of .20c apvroxiinating to
S50.000 Prize Sr..
TERMINAL rRizlit.














3.134 Prizes. amounting to 31,11,-.4,30u
Note-Tickets drawing t apital Prizes are not
entitled to ternynal prizes.
For Clul. Rates. or any further information
apply_to the undersigned. Your band% rding
iii u-I lie ii mali et 3111 stgo at lire phalli More
rapid return nioil delivery will Ia assured by
your enclosing an envelope hearing your full
li‘i'eirc,dsa1.Postal !rotes. IC tairess Money Orders, or
New oct Itil.hangi. in ordidary letter Cur-
rency by o11,re7s , at our expeti.,e; ettru..aem. 1.0
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D.0
Address Itegi-tered Letters to
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
Now Orleans. Ls.
RE.NI Ell BERTha
i It. mresoncc of
and Karl", wbo are In charge of the Iran. Ings
is a guarantee of aloolute fairness and intuertly.
that OW eliances are all equal. and that no one
ran possibly di% inc *bat unintieris will draw •
Prize.
KESS EYI HER that the payment of Prizes
is GUARANTEED ttlf Well It NA-
TIUNtI.. MA MUSD( New Orleans, and the
Tielets are smned by the Preablent of an 1
w eltartored rights are r vot-
ed in the highest Courts: therefore. Iaware of
any Imitations or anonymous...beagles.
NEYER fAI15 To CURE
5 PROS 045 ittkE0k41511/AND AtA. DISEASES 0f
• /4k1( k0 BEAST •














Is THE ONLY Difnlint (kWoj-




YOH SALE liY A1.1, DItUtitilSTS.
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.
11111 /I IRK LAW 11.1FilT11111EW nine
oeekli, begin 11th 15445. and end 11th Sep
*Miter. Have proved of aignal amt.-let. is
students who design to pundzo their studies a
[color other Law Seltwol; 2.1 to thsse who pro
pose to read privaIely: and ad, to practitionern
who have not had the adventage of systematic
t ion. Sr rirenlar apply (P. 0 I'M ver
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peered in many parts of southern Indi-
ana And are devouring all vegetation as
they go l'hey destroy meadows tirst,
then the foliage of trees and next corn,
oats and garden vegetables. Thousands
of acres of meadows have been devas-
tated by them.
There is great excitement in Bun-
combe county, North Carolina, over a
plague of mad dogs. In Hominy Town-
ship alone there are thought to be twen-
ty of the mad brutes at large. Hun-
dreds of cows, sheep and hogs have been
bitten and the inhabitants are afraid to
venture outdoors even lit daylight.
Tuesday night George Stevenson
tilled Himself with bad whisky and,
drawing a knife, started up Second
street, Dativille, putting to ilight every
body in his a ay. notating upon Wm.
[tuition], an trallensive middle-eged
plan, ie commenced cameos bini, and
did not cease mail some fifteen ugly-
looking guiles itail been made. Ste-
velem!) Is In jail, charged with etittitig
to kill.
A tarty of bunters, comilmeing ol a
boy, Jaqueee, Chas. Nightly, Post-
master Geo. Walters and 'Fenn liarpool,
of Pose) ville, Intl , made a disoovery
near that place patermlay which has
placed them suddenly in possession of
$5,000 in gold. In an old unfrequented
wood they obaerved an old half disclosed
rusty can at the roots of • decaying tree.
In a spirit oh idle curiosity they knocked
off time lid, and to their hewildered aston-
ishment it was found to be tilled with
gold and silver coin aggregating nearly
0,0130. jo egpleipstion of the treastire
is known,
The marriage of Miss Mollie Garfield
to J, Stanley Brown mei that of Miss
Belle Mown, of Cleveland, to Mr. Harry
Garfield, eldest son of the dead presi-
dent, took place Thurdelay evening at
the home of the family, in Mentor, 0.
docorations throughout the Imuse
were elaborate. A special train con-
veyed the guests from Cleveland, and a
city caterer provided the Metal. The
utmost secrecy was olpierved regarding
the detail* of the wedding, mid newepas
per reporters Isere elmolutely refused
any inferrnadou,
William Petteraon, the aoemomplice of
Albert Turner, In the, niurder of Jennie
Boa man, must die on the scaffold at
last. Gov. Buckner has given his ease
a long anti careful inveatigation and
study, Immuring all the evidence and ar-
gument of the attorneys for and against
and prolwiged clis reeding of the papers
away Into the night, Sill Thursday
morning stated that lie wee satisfied of
the prisoner's guilt and declined to in-
terfere with the court', judgment. The
execution will take place June 22.
Married men have no isuelnee corred-
ponditig with anon) mops female letter
• bet then married open de a
great limey dells they have Ito earthly
burinsas doieg. They get caught up
With sooner or later, amid there'd old
Marry to pay. A certain married man
of Paducah has been correapotielitig
with a "fair utiktiown" for several
weeks. The letters have been very ten-
der in their character, and have In-
creased in fervor as each succeeding let-
ter aim sent and received. Titureday
night Wits the time fixed for the first
ineetiog, and ti.e fl-et ward school the
place. The married plan was oil Mold
promptly, and alien hope deferred had
made the heart sick, he was greeted
with a shower of ha year', eggs. It
was the old, superannuated, elite/trait
joke, that has done service for so many
years, mid me usual It worked to iterfee-
don.
The circuit court of Franklin county
will begin its June term Monday. The
moot Important case to the public before
this court will be that ot the Common-
wealth vs J. W. Tate, late state treas-
urer, an iii his ittri•tire. The petition tiled
by Attereey-General Hardin and Judge
'Phonies II. Hived on emelt of the bonds,
viz: Poet, 1881, testi end ISSS, had al-
ready leen published, and the atatemmit
Wade that because of the noterealdence
ef the Magm fin heirs, swedes on the
bombs the cage could riot be brought to
trial until the next Dauber term of the
court. It is probably bectitiee of this
that the defendatite have not yet filed
their atiawer. 1Vliat will bp dope in re-
gard to a criminal tlit r• Taft
cannot iet be told, it will rest with
Commonwealth Attorney John Gallia to
go before the greed jury and procure an
inelictmeet, which Ills believed can oil)
be made true hill for toile itelement.
It is eonfitiently believed here now tied
Mr. 'Fate I. iuu Australia. A gentleman
came here nut Meg ago (loin the south-
ern portion of the state who talked with
a friend who knew Mr. Tete tidite well,
and saw itim get aboard a Pacille ship.
This was aftere arils iii IIby bar-
ber of Louisville.
From die best information that can be
obi:deem! eastern Kentucky is now on
the verge of another factional war. The
trouble now brewing conies front the
French- Eventole feud, whielt has been
so loug waged In Perry county, Ken-
lucky, and finally resulting limit long
titter irt the death of .1. C. Everdole. A
large re everth by the state for the appre-
hension of the slayer of Eversole, and
about three or four weeks ago B. F.
French, time leader of the French faction,
was arrested hy Brick Condo, sheriff of
Breathitt county, on the cherge of kill-
ing Everaole. Circuit court had just
adjourned at Hazard, l'erry county,
but Sheriff Combs failed to produce
French there for trial, intimidated by
time threat* of the Everdole faction, who
had sworn vengeence both against
French, a hom they believe to have
killed their leader, and modest sherill
Combs, who they say Is in imyrtipatity
with French and has refumel to bring
him to Ilas;ermil for trial. Coed* now
bottle Fretted' at Jackson. Circuit court
conveitea there Boon, mei the Eversole
party are preparing melte descent
upon the place for dm purpose of se-
curing French, and in time inealitilie his
frientle are preparing to resist arirstich
attempt. Should they come in conflict
/here will be serious trouble.
VOLUME XVIII. NO 52.
Train robbers on the Northern Pacific
road, in Montana, relieved the paermen-
gen of their money and made a haul on
the express ear.
Otto Frittik, ail eight-year-old boy liv-
ing n few miles from Birmingham, Ala ,
was fatally bitten by It rattlestotke
%Melt he was trying to secure for a pet.
There will not be a quorum in either
house of congress mucla of the time dur-
ing the coming week, owing to ulany
sesbers attending the Chicago eonven
lion.
A train on the Virginia Midland road
ran the track at about twenty-five
vollmath of Alexandria, killing five
papaw and severely injuring severs
others.
A car full of Tennessee Republicans
was turned over in Louisville Saturday
Of coarse no one was hurt, but they
were so-badly frightened that they for-
got whit they were inetrueted for.
Saturday morning at Woodburn, near
Bowling Green, Bud Taylor colored
received notice to leave at once, and he
has departed. Sluice the mob hanged
Roney, a few weeks since, the negrots
are alarmed, sad those guilty of wrong
Vim Wreqoa Without notice.
A special from Louisville says tint
had emuy. Buckner pursued any other
course than the one he has hi regard to
Patterson, the murderer o(Junuie Bow-
man, the negro would have been lynched
at once. The scheme was all laid, and
only about a dozen men were to do the
work.
The engine of freight train No. IC on
the Chesapeake, Ohio & Southwestern
went through the Green River bridge at
Rockport, Ky., at 4 o'clock Saturday
afternoon. The brakeman was killed
and the engineer, fireman, conductor
and two other trainmen were iiijured,
but not fatally.. Particulat a unobtain-
able.
Monday eight, at the gas-house in
Danville, a general row took place
*mono( a lot of negroes who were en-
gaged in the relative game of craps, in
which Morrie Harris was disemboweled
with a rigor. Harris charges Nathan
Stone with time cutting, which Stone
stoutly denies. The cut extended from
the backbone around the body, cutting
Harris alitiodt in two.
The Sunday Herald prints the hollow-
ing editorial ncle: "The Sunday Her-
ald has it from a pretty good source that
Senator Vest will move to discharge the
judiciary committee from time consid-
eration of the nomination of Fuller for
chief Justice, so as to bring the matter
before the senate. Perhaps it has been
delayed too long already, for there are
rumors floating around time Capitol that
one at least of the Illinois senators who
had promised to vote for Fuller's csoi-
ermation has retriti3,0,:i
At 11 o'clock maturday the explosion
of a barrel of gasoline ill the two-story
warehouse of Halley Bros., drugglate,
Zanesville, 0., In time rear of their store,
on Main street, totally destroyed time
building, burying lit the ruins Morton
Bailey, aged 17, son of one of the pro-
prietors, and live others, whose names
could not be learned. Four of the five
were taken out seriously burned and
one fatally. Wm. Miner, e drayman,
drivinc In thie eiiey et tee time, was
filially Injured end empitiot reooyes.
Tlie sensational trial of Joe Banks and
John Cockrill for time murder of John
Littleton, editor of the National Review,
Is now In the loth& of the jury after
nearly three weeks. The speaking
closed Satureley. Judge E. H. East and
Hon. Atitirew J. Caldwell spoke two
hours each for the defense 1:1 the morn-
Priest summed up in •
ing. ;n the aneenoond JAutdtogrenelytidlirleniv-
ent! Moses R.
four limits' speech an
charged the jury. The charge was •
clear and logical exposition of the law
Concerning murder. It Is regarded by
the public as very much against the de-
fendants. The court met uionday morn-
ing but nothing as yet ham bt.er, beerd
from the jury.
T. K. hrigga, a young man and tem of
a prominent Metliodiet preacher of Rich
Pond, Ky., is in a peck of trouble at
Youog Briggs had checks
cashed by W. G. Schamberger, a grocery-
man, there Saturday evening, which
turn out to be • forgery. The amount
was for $3S.50, and Briggs, when ar-
rested, gave up the money and offered a
compromise- to be released. This was
refused, and lie was tried by Justice W.
Diateukes, who botrild Hot over to
Circuit Court, which met Monday.
Young primp ulaints to be a lawyer,
end, alien quemationed by the officers
who wade the arrest, told coetlicting
stories. Ile was at the depot at the
time of ids arrest, end had purchased
ticket to Bowlieg Green.
At Durham N. C., Saturday, Judge.
MerrItnati eentericed York Gibson, Dan
siimnione, Henry Battle amid John
Justice, all negro men, to be hanged on
Aug. Srel, for rape upon a young colored
woman rimmed Emeline Brodie, three
week. ago. Tide is time first blatancy in
time criminal History of North Curolina
where four persons have been eetiteticed
to be hanged for cots mitt ing the same
offense upon the defile permit'. The
circumstances were particularly aggra-
vating. 'lite Brodie girl it company
with a man to whom as engaged
to be married, was siag a stable in
which the above named teen were em-
ployed. They opoepeel her and her lover,
a 
hell lie 
tlen fde la' dtt a ‘:1 ikeert.1 h  
pi.
After vd a ttlm hi 
eensible all of them outraged time girl.
Louisville Poat m Hardly hail lie
breath left the hotly Of the now deed
emperor before his ouccetemor stemmed
personal control ot imminent around the
royal eseatied. His Moo act Was to lipler
a double guard around time and
grounds, alit, to perIllit 110 one to enter
or leave without • permit eintlitereigneti
by the youtig monarch Himself. This
comer Was led (Nested by precaution or
a desire to Home time safety of the royal
remains, but was for time purpose of nul-
lifying all previotte orders issued by the
Empress and Dr. Mackettsie. The or-
ders( and passes of the latter were rigid-
ly and imitatelly repudiated, leaving no,
oxen for doubt as to the young emper-
or's feelings for time hated Englielt pity-
imician. The new sovereign Is losing no
time in displaying Ida autocratic will,
and giving all to understand, especially
hid roes, that he alone is king. Even
itionarck may rim] it a task to curb this
Impublive and fiery spirit.
44. .411.4m---
Public Speaking.
The candidates for the offices of Judge of the
common plea* court and slienff of t bristlan
rOlinty will address their fellow c it lieu- at the
following times rind places, viz:
Fairview, Monday, . June 27th
Antioch Ttiewlay. . .1..tde 2411
Ferguson's Store Wednesday .Ccine rni4
tieettrix spring _ iirldav s Sults Me
isrution.  . .edreetny Juue 30th
Hopltirlayitle Msitelay. • duly ist
Kay .•... . Tuesday. • NlY ell
fl 
:
ainby'slchisil It TI • tilr t




N ttiIrd". : i1 l IewokeadMrmdy  Ij 1i l
Senueldstown. .  Friday 3tily 13th
Lafayette ._ .  y
d
turdsy.. . . uly 14th
Union School-hosups. onay night . uly Nth
Iteverl• . ileviday iii gut • Illy 17th
i.arrettatoirg  Wedneinla>. . July lath
',ones len-. .... Thunslay . lily 19th
Elmo . . Irrolay ..... .....1111y 20th
Pembroke . Saturday ... July 21st
I 'ask• .  Saturday • nly lillth
llopi in,.- ille ...8,aturday night-Aug. 41.11
Speaking to cotilmenen at I o'c'ork p in- ex-
cept night speaking; w both will take tiler.,
prosaptly.at emeeleek .
THEY SAVED HER.
NASHVILLE POLICE ARREST A
NAN IN TINE
To Prevent a kentneky Ruin—
She Returns Home.
Saturday morning's Nashville Demo-
crat contained the following:
"last eight as the Crain from Hopkins-
ville reached Limit's depot a man about
37 years of age stepped off the train. A
young lady acemnpanied him. On
alighting from time train the couple re-
paired to Linck's Hotel avid registered
as John Younger and wife, and ordered
supper. On the same train with the
couple was an astute brakeman, who
had watched the peculiar actions of the
couple all the way down, and, his Sus-
picions being aroused, he wetched the
couple very closely and noticed that the
girl was very timid. Once In a while
the man would say something to her
and she would shake her head. When
the train reached the city the brakeman
informed Watchman Lord as to what
had occurred and of his suspicions. Mr.
Lord informed Officer Pitman who sent
for Detective Porter, Turner, end Hide-
bottom to come and look into the mat-
ter. When the officers reached the ho-
tel they found the man and young wo-
man eating. They took the man aside
and asked him if the girl was his wife.
The man admitted dirt alie was not,
but was willing to be registered as his
wife. The officers took him to the
station-house and placed him under ar-
rest upon the charge of "abducting a
female for the purpose of platitutIon.•'
lie gave ii)s name as J. Ir. Pittcock,
aged 37, and bis occupation that of a
farmer.
A Democrat reporter saw Pittcock at
the station, but could not get him to
talk much, lie says that time girl came
here with him,agreeing to being regis-
tered as man and wile. 11e said that
the young lady load been married amid
that she has a young child twelve
niontlis of age. Ile admitted that he
had made improper proposals to the
girl, but she would not listen to them
until yesterday, when dhe agreed to
come here and register as man and wife
with him. The reporter then went to
the hotel, where he found the young
lady trembling and very much fright-
ened. Through the kindness of the
housekeeper of the hotel time reporter
was introduced to the young lady, and
by dint of persuasion she told him all
she knew.
She said that her name was Lucy
Hatumons, and that she lived pear the
villlage of Wallonia, in Trigg c,ounty,
Kentucky, twenty milea from Hopkins-
eVrilaie' t V4.-e'llith esa4y% ut:Ilua‘liletritisantimatinire;'itbtetscrothk,
or Pia, as she calla him, has hoarded at
her rnotherhm house for a year or more,
he having* large toliaceo farm near
there. She said that lie sometimes re-
ceived letters addressed asJ. II. Young-
er and J. H. Pittccmck. lie had always
conducted himself as a gentleman should
and that her mother had placed implieit
confidence in him.
0,11 Thereday kitteock told the young
lady's mother that he was going to
Nashville on husineas, and that he
would he &Ueda two drays, lie asked if
Lucy could not go with him. The
girl's toothier plumed her Inuotuent daugh-
ter In the heeds of Pitteock arid told
him that dile might go amid owe the city,
but to bring her back safe. She pee
tier daughter some money, end about 111
o'clock yesteretee Illaf 11 II g they left
home in a buggy for Hopkineville to
catch the train. The young lady said
that she had been engaged to PitWeteb
for some time, mid that they were to
have been married some time soon.
When they reached Hopkinaville the
buggy was left at a stable and the cotiple
went up, to a dressmaker's; tea tom the
young fatV's proc* taken tor a fine
drealg,
ttn the train ititeock said to her
'We Will regiator at men amid wife and
occupy the mite room, as we are to be
married soon anyhow.'
'No,' replied the young lady, 'I will
not do that, for ills wrong, and it might
be fousd out.'
He said, 'I only wish to at; up in the
room to read mei write while, you sleep.'
Ilappily fur the letiocent giri,she told
hint that she would not let hini do that
and for4 him not to talk to her In that
way, as it was shameful.
Sibe said that also on the train he tried
to put ills arms around leer, but she
would not let him do so.
After Pittsock had reached the station
lie became alarmed at the proispect of
the young lady'', brother reaching the
city, and lie rent her the follow ing note:
'Lucy—They have emit for 'Lige,'
and if lie comes fix it up with him the
beet you can amid tell him that we will
get married soon. I would die for you.
The young lady wrote JheCUsiZtito.lhiliirrl'to
Your true friestl,
send her the money he heti of hers, as
she wauted to go heck home in the
morning. The reporter told her that
Pitteock said that she hail been married
and that her husband had left her.
The tears rolled down her cheeks as'
she geld : 'Ile told a story. I have
never been married.' Tim young lady
is about 14 yeare of age, small In stature
and UM a beautiful, innocent-looking
rase. She says that she will go back
home this tuornhig. The reporter then
went back to the station and told
rucovit that he hail twee the young
lady. lie eagerly asked, 'Is elle mad
at me, what did she sa) 1' lie then
asked if the repot ter would go amid timid
hint twine cheap lawyer, IS) Ing lie
woold tell all about the affair to-day.
Pideock is a good-lootillig, intelligent
Mali, amid set-ills to be very much worried
over the affair."
A Ntw KISS reporter Up011 reading the
aletve went etreightway to one of the
leading dressmakers of the city and made
Inquiry concerning the temple. The la-
dy at first iteetticel reltietant to tell what
she knew,but upon being matured by the
reporter that her name should not be In
print mate told him the following recta:
"Friday evening about 2 o'clock a
couple answering the above description
drove up to my door in a buggy. They
got out and came kn. The lady had
bought a dress and a billed me to make
it for her child, whielt she said was a
little more than twelve motithe old. The
gentleman said the same thing with re-
gard to the child. l'retty soon the
young Mall left the 'mime returning in a
few minutes with twine Mumma, which
lie gave to the lady. Ile had also pur-
dittoed some slippers and a duster.
Throe he asked me to keep until be called
for them, which would be the !text day.
Ile said that he and the young lady
would leave VII the eveniug train, she to
clail 
afroni 
tilliearuentto (sitalrIktigtviinrile. w hilleerewielieultNivgaos
interested It' the tobaeeo bealuess.
"nese are Ids slippers anti duster
now," said the lady pointing to two
bundles in the corner of time room. "In
the course of a conversation," contin-
ued the dreastnaker, "the young lady
told me that she wart married but her
11110)11111 had abutted and in her
to meth an exteet that her mother was
unwilling for her to live with him any
longer, that in August site would
secure a divorce, alien she would
marry this gentleman who was with
her. Before they left my house the
lady gave me some instructions with
regard to the child's dress. The gen-
tleman remarked, 'you shall have a fine
dress when we return.' Phey said they
would return on tits 10 o'clock train
Saturday. I asked the young lady her
name; the man replied, her name
it Lucy Hammon,. Ile did not mention
hid OW11 name, though he tsiked freely
about Ms business affairs, Raying that
IA had one hundred and fifty hogsheads
of tobacco which he would sell in Clarks-
ville and then marry the girl."
The New ERA reporter. visited every
livery stable in the city and found that
no person by the name of Pittoack had
left horse or vehicle. J. M. Hipkins,
proprietor of the Banner stable, says
that be knows a man by that name, liv-
ing near Wallonia, who had frequently
put up with him, but bad test done so
recetitly.
Whatever may have been the inten-
tions of the couple their words and
their actions are sufficiently inconsis-
tent to render their conduct very ques-
tionable. The girl In her interview
with the Democrat reporter shifts the
responsibility to the noom's shoulders.
He doubtless deserves the censure of all
bepipet people, but the girl's conduct,
according to the dressmaker, is by no
means free from blame.
Miss liatutnons returned to Hopkins-
ville Saturday night on the IM,V01131310-
dation train. Immediately upon her
arrival she repaired to the Phoenix
Hotel where she spent the night, leav-
ing early Sunday for her home, in a
buggy alone. Before her departure
from Naaliville she made a statement to
Judge McAlister, in which she ad-
mitted that she bad been married and
had a child about IS months old.
house which she and her mother lived
In site said belonged to Pitteock. She
also said that the reason she came here
was that she went to Hopkinsville with
Pittcock to have sonic dresses made for
her little girl. After they had reached
Hopkinsville Pittcock proposed coming
on to Nashville and she came willingly.
Site said that her mother knew alie was
coming to Ilopkinsville. Pittcock was
released on a writ of habeas corpus
Saturday night, lie settled the girls
hotel bill and railroad fare.
lie arrived in this city Sunday
morning and learning that the girl had
left for her home, hired a buggy and
horse front T. L. Smith and taking a
driver with him left the city at a rapid
gait. A short distance this aide of
Cerulean, we learn he overtook her, and
turning his vehicle over to the driver,
proceeded with liar on her journey.
4t is supposed that explanation and re-
conciliation followed.
An Awful Bey.
W. S. Sterritt, editor of the Central
City Republican, one of die most au-
dacious and at the same time brightest
writes on the Kentucky press, resigned
his potation. Before departing, how-
ever, he could not resist the temptation
to tike one more shot, as follows:
4 few months ago I came down out
of time mountain an unpolluted youth
and strode front the fields of the right-
eous into Llitnle of the ungodly.
This morning 1 go back up on the
mountain with an igmsis _64 tt, us under
emelt arm and a barrel of hay-seed in my
vest pocket.
Since the first issue of the paper un-
tler my administration, the denlaens of
this woodland city have, by vile means
and revolvers, tried to Make me fly; but
they have ouly sueeecded In hiolding
their own noses to the grindstone while
when 




would not go—unless they killed use,
which deed they were challenged to do
—the mistral:4e cowards sneaked off
and writhed under the torture.
My first work here was to make war
on the illicit whisky men, who were
selling as freely as if they kad license.
But the "good temperance" people said:
"You remit not expose the lawless deeds
of our fair town; you mutt toyer thew
up-=tio not let the outside world know
how we are." But I did expose every
crime-exposed everybody and every-
thing, and I know, and all others know,
that the Republican has done more to
civilize Central City than every other
institution in IL
But 1 must go, and I go by choice,
because the paper is now in a more pros-
perous condition than it ever was. And
when I am gone, -
ina.Tht preachers will keep on preach-
And the hoodlums will keep on hood-
hingiAm d the tetnperatice people will keep
on selling whisky anti drinking it.
And the echo that resounds through
the halls of the deserted molecule will
deem to say :
There is a fountain filled with blood
Drawn from 1 ininanUela gore.
Whore menet- plunged ueneath that
All hoodlums sell Mr more.
'Tie true the Republican hies painted
the names of evil-doers upon the cameras
of the sky in lurid colors, and has made
an enemy of all of them, and none can
enjoy it more than the editor.
During my teittorial stay here, which
has only been two days in each %Seek, 1




Knights:of Labor, Hoodltuna itimul &one
fools—more of the latter than any other
kind. I have not suited any of them.
1 have not tried. But the pumper has
suited the style of the city.
There are 1,215 people 111 (7entral ('ity.
About 1,210 oh them would give $2 for
my scalp. Now, I am in no hurry, amid,
in order to eeconimodate these people, I
hereby challenge ally one or all of them
to meet nit' on the streets awl get their
al.attwitetvaecrt.ion in sections. But I must go,
bee-aerie if I stop here 1 will think of
"her" end grow awe‘ay s s. S76: Gintoo;r11-1,Bye
Org ational
aal—m—seelliaLeltaiorn ee joosori -ni:mis--::oetirmeatitce
Nation Clubs.
League of Democratic clubs have here-
tofore been required to subscribe to a
specific declaration of principles. These
principlea havitig been in substance in-
corporated hi the St. Louis platform,
the executive committee of the League,
at its special ineetilig in New York on
Stit,e 15, voted to attl'ait all political
chit* which subscribe to that platform
and support the Democratic nominees.
There is a great rush for accommoda-
tion at Baltimore, where many thousand
visitors are expected during COUvention
week. Clubs desiring accommodations
or Information as to reduced railroad
fares, hotel rates, etc., should apply at
once to the eltizend committee, Robert
Crain, secretary, S West Fayette St.,
Baltimore. Credentials should also be
sent to that addreea before the conven-
tion. Each club admitted to the League
Is entitled to at least five delegates.
Clubs desiring representation stiould
be enrolled without delay, so that their
delegates may obtain adruittancea)ptlitehae.
opening of the convention. 
At
dons for admission to die League should
be made to the secretary, Edward B.
Whitney, 17 Wall St., N. Y. City.
The Baltimore Convention will open
at !loon on July I. in Ford's Opera
Hollow and will last at least two days.
Nearly all the states will be repreeented.
A few, as Pennsylvania, Ohio and LIII-
tioli, have already organized State
Leagues, !which send delegates at large.
The °Uteri will organize themselves oh
tiool
the spot in Baltimore. Besides Bootleg
the permanent organisation of the club
system in the United States, the con-
vention will be eddreaseil by leading
speakers (rout Washington.
The war es extermination piton die
canine tribe coutitities with unabated
vigor. A wagon load of earcasees mere
haillet1 front the city Saturday evering
and heartleitsly dumped in the potter's
Cooper.
BAKING POWDERS.
Interesting Testa lade by Use Devarilm
went Chemists.
Dr. Edward G. Love, the Analytical
Chemist for the Government, has made
some interesting experiments as to Use
comparative value of baking powders.
Dr Love's tests were made to determine
what brands are the most econonomical
to use, and as their capacity lies in their
leavening power, tests were directed
solely to ascertain the available gas of
each powder. Dr. Love's report gives
the following:
strength
Name of the I. uhic Incites Gas
Baking Powders per each (mare of Powder.
"Royal" (absolutely pure) 127.4
"Patapsco" (alum powder) 125 2*
"Runoford's" (phosphate) trash 113.k'
"Rumford's" (phosphate) old.., 22.741
"lianford's None Such," fresh 121.6
"Ilanford's None Soca," old  84.35
"Redhead's"   117.0
"Charm" (alum powder) 116.9
"Amazon"(alum powder) 111.0*
"Cleveland's" (contains Rine) 110.8
"Sea Foatn" 107.14
"Czar" 106.8
"Dr. Price's" (ooutains lbw)  IO2.6
"Snow Flake" (Groff's St. N441)-101.88
"Lewis's" condensed  110.2
"Congress" yeast  -. V7





•In his report the Government Chem-
ist says:
"1 regard all aluni powders as very
unwholesome. Phosphate and Tartaric
Acid powders liberate their gas too free-
ly in process of baking, or under vary-
ing climatic changes suffer deteriora-
tion."
Dr. II. A. Mott, the former Govern-
ment Chemist, after a careful and elab-
orate examination of the various Baking
Powders of commerce, reported to the
Government in favor of the Royal brand.
Prof. bfcMurtrie, late chief chemist
for the U. S. Govetnment at Washing-
toil, says: chemical tests to which
I have submitted the Royal Baking
Powder, prove It perfectly healthful,
and free from every deleterious Ellb-
StaliCr.I'
Kentucky Crop Nees.
The wheat crop in this county is now
being harvested, the quality being very
fine and the quantity a good average, or
perhaps a little above.Corit is backward
but prospects , flattering. The oat crop
is almost a failure. Prospects for to-
bacco are very good and the acreage
planted large.
Glasgow 'limes: One of the finest
crops of wheat ever harvested In this
section will be cut in a few days. It
Is simply magnificent.
Columbia Spectator: We had an ex-
cellent rain lag/ Sunday afternoon and
night, mid it was a very timely one.
Vegetation of every kind was burning
up. With plenty of rain from now on
there will be one of the largest crops of
corn ever raised in tide county. Mead-
ows are very inferior and in some parts
of the comity will not make half a crop
of hay.
Paducah News: Authentic reponse
from all parts of the Purchase state the
prospects for an abundant harvest were
never better in this section of the coun-
try. Another grauger roorback nailed
to the counter.
Bowling Green Democrat: It le re-
ported that millions of grass-hoppers
are devastating some sections of Minne-
sota. Here ill Kentucky we have an
excellent prospect of an abundant crop,
with nothing to molest or make us
afraid. There is no place like home—if
your home is an "Old Kentucky
Home."
Opening Ball at Cerulean.
The opening ball at Cerulean Springs
on Friday night was largely attended by
people from the surrounding towns,
Clarksville, Princeton, Hopkinsville,
Cadiz and Ater places being repre-
sented. 'Pile inclement weather pre-
vented as large • delegation from this
city as was expected, those attending
having togo nearly the whole distance
in a pouring rain. The creeks and
branches along the route were booming
and in some places almost deep enough
to swim a horse. Little things of this
nature only served to ashilzeet and enjoy-
ment to the trip and made the travelers
look forward with more pleasure to the
fun in store for them.
Many improvements have been made
at the springs and everything Is now. in
first-class condition. , The house has
been refurnished front top to bottom
with elegant new furniture and every-
thing is as clean and bright as a new
pin. A large addition has been built,
the lower floor being usel for a dining
amid ban room. The service and fare is
all that could be desired, and the man-
agement the best. 'lime season opened
propitiously anti no doubt a ill be the
moot eucceseftal of the many already
past. A great matiy have already se-
cured rooms and irquiries are coming in
every (lay. Those in attendance from
this place were Miss Lulu Winfree and
Jellied Ware, Mies Alan Ware and lio-
mer Prince, James Cooper, Harry Tan-
dy, Harry Bryan, Forest Hunt, Walker
Wood, Will Cooper, Ed Boyd, Buckner
Campbell, Hiram Vitriol, amid George
W
Self Explanatory,
LorisviLLE, Ky,, June 12.—E. B.
Bassett, President Commercial Club,
Hopkineville, Ky., My dear sir: The
very pleasant duty has been delegated
to we of conveying to you time following
reeolutitlil UnaninlOtigly adopted at the
meeting of our directors to-day:
Restated, That the 'thanks of this
board be extended to the l'oinniercial
Club ot the city of Hopkinaville for die
aplendiel itempitality and courtesy ehown
to representatives of this club during
the recent visit to Hopkinsville; that
the mime care and intelligence which so
impresses strangers must be great etc-
tore in building tip anti making knoen
the advantage sit that seettoll and city;
that ee trust Ode is but the first step ui
it better acquaintance and will lead to
earnest co-operation in an ettat toe_
change the current of practical ideas ita
Kentucky and connect the development
and future of industry and commerce in,
the state to more determined and liberak
lianda. TO this end we %belt the (Sem-
mercial Club of Hopkinsville all Fueuegat
in their orminization and the intelligent
support so--well deserved—of Mete
leading men.
1 need' not say that we could not put
in words the full appreciation we feel
of your royal treatment. To the mem-
bers of your club, to the the people of
Hopkinsyille getierally, eapecially to ,
the ladies who $o agreeably aided lia •
prearetiug our representatives with the.
freedom of your city,. we shall always,
maintain sincere obligation. Very truls
yours, for the club,
Yoree E. A L1.114One
A Pleasant Evening.
Art eistoyable entertainment was glr-
en at the hospitable residence of hire.
M. II. Nelson Friday evening, which
passed away only too moon. Klegant
refreshments were served. The guests
were Misses liettieWoolfolk,Eva Print*,
Eloise Gordon, Nammie Barbour, Mary
Barbour, Emma Wheeler, Mary War-
field, Madge Fairleigh, Julia Vomit*, '
send Messrs. Jen. Ellis, Howe Wallace,
Grey Lewis, Ben Thompson, Coley
Slaughter, Baker Radford. Walter W
field, Ben Campbell and Em
v‘
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It looks Ma/neigh !
Depew cannot carry the west.
No railroad presidents need apply.
Sherman would lose the Pacific states.
Blaine would be beaten in both New
York and Indiana.
William II., Germany's new emperor,
is but 2S years old.
Gresham would bare to fight the rail-
road systems of the country.
We see wine fellow has twin invent-
ing P new way to dispose of whiskey-
s. e , utilizing the vapor as a motive
power Instead 01 steam. IL Will be a
rsnk (allure, as it deeerves to be. No
man of any senee is going to fill himself
with eater mei his boilers with whisky
just to run a little machinery. Farther
than that any man of experience will
tell you that no boiler ever made wont.]
.10W11 lot of melte whisky ellen
t began te get in wnrk.
"Shoot the gas wells" is the cry in
Bowling Green at the present time
The German throne has been occupied
by three emperors within tour montha.
Fred Douglass and his little bloody
shirt speech were applauded to the echo.
The state central committee will meet
June 20th to map out the campaign
work.
The Hendereon Gleaner has been
changed from an evening to a smarming
paper.
• Kansas Jack will be nominated but
after the first ballot will not be heard
from.
The California delegation swear by
all that is holy that Blaine will be nom-
inated.
Illinois is in a bad fix with a Republi-
ean convention and the seventeen-year
locasta both to entetesin.
Sherman's; Springfield 'Ill.) and his
Nashville effort would prove interesting
reading if placed side by side.
Tim telegraph brings the interesting
information that Henry II. Stanley, the
African explorer, is dead some more.
'The Princeton Banner looks very "to-
ny" in its bran new clothes. The Ban-
ner is a good paper and deserves to pros-
per.
Chairman Thurston's opening address
contained about as many Ilea to the
square inch as anything we have yet
been able to find.
Judge McPherson feels very much
encouraged by the promisee of support
he has been receiving from the inde-
pendent Republicans.
It has been intimated that Col. Clark
is at Chicago for the purpose of forming
a company to run an elevator between
this point and China.
Walker Blaine has declared in favor
of Gresham and says that the demonatre-
Lions in favor of his father are unauthor-
ized and displeasing to him.
The Henderson Journal.will pleue in-
form an anxious public whether the
aeventeen-year locust becomea a butter-
fiy, grubworm or grasshopper.
As Capt. Ellis has no opposition the
vote at the primaries in this county will
be very light, probably not 25 per cent,
of the voting strength will be polled.
A writer from Arkansas refers to the
malaria in that state and says quinine
is king there. Just Imagine what a race
Jim MdKenzie would make in that
state.
If Sherman is nominated the Demo-
cratic press will have a picnic. In about
three weeks that gentleman will not be
able to recognize himself, so completely
will be be turned over.
Franklin reports a genuine case of
hydrophobia from a rat bite. The coun-
cil will please pass an ordinames requir-
ing all rats loam on the streeta to be
muzzled under penalty of death.
The harmonious feeling exhibited by
the members of the Kentucky delega-
tion at Washington may be likened un-
to that betweeu two cats with their tails
tied together and thrown across &clothes
line.
It is sincerely to be hoped that a good
vote will be polled for Ellis at the pri-
wary ele4this on July 7th. The Dem-
*erotic candidate should have a good
eadoremasat with which to start in the
-
'floe IlOurt•Itnuee ulleitte le hereby iiatl•
Am/ that the Now ZAA pat forgotten
Ita eiletenee, but la only meting up pre.
pinto', in making thing. about twenty
degree. hotter than tlils weativar on the
wInd.up.
The aacension of William II tn the
throne of Germany has caused much
uneasiness in Europe. Ills hatred of
everything foreign, and his dery spirit
renders peace very uncertain in that
end of the world.
Col. Al Clark is in Chicago. If the
differences between the Col. and Mr.
Blaine are eettled and the assurance
given that he can carry Christian coun-
ty, no doubt the Maine statesman will
receive the nomination.
Debating societies are scouring Trigg
county in mad endeavor to annihilate
each other. We hare always had a love
for the good people of 'crigg, and if
they will only say the word the Light
tivarde shall be sent down at once.
An taker who perelete In doing his
daty enforeing a law la the We of
• strong sentiment against it la deism.
log of OA highest praise. It shows hiss
to be a man of principles and honor, and
conclusively proves that any trust
would be safe In his hands.
J ames W. Hopper has resigned th e
eseetrol of the
ard and Times. III health is given as
the reason. Mr. Hopper luitielloess been
prO a3Inent moniber of the Kentucky
Refreshments., and his retirement will gleera Ily section, and the New ERA believes the ewer and Chores, "tent se with is Tell We..Chee. M• a young people of this city would be justified in 51set Again."




To ileary Watterson's courage, fidel-
ity to principles and !Genius of pur-
pose more than anything else due the
praise for preventing a reiwtitiou of the
disgraceful straddle made by the Demo-
cratic party in 1861. At name thue lie
P/18 all but beaten, but rallied to the at-
tack and by persistent effect had in-
serted ill the platform the phrase en-
dorsing President Clevelaud'e last Mes-
sage to congress as a correct interpreta-
tion of the platform of ISS4.
The jury in the Banks-Littleton mur-
der cue at Nashville failed to agree mei
were discharged. 'The Nashville I temo-
crat states that ten were for as telittal
and two for iniprieteinient. Ad gen-
eral thing the New ERA does not criti-
cise the action of a court or jury, but in
this case it feels constrained to say that
if the Democrat's report be true that ju-
ry should be sent to te asylum as con-
drilled Idiots. llow arty man with one
grain ot 110nee could make anything out
of the case but murder In the first de-
gree we cannot see
The Blaine boom will 1101 .10W11 at
bidding and ludications are as strong as
ever that be will be tile nominee. The
California delegation deolare their In-
tention of nominating Wm, and if this
be done and the nomination is not ruled
out by ale chair, there is hardly a
doubt blithe will be the man. The op-
position will-read his two letters of de-
clination but this will be answeeed be
saying that lie has no right to refuse his
services to,his country. There is au un-
dercurrent in his favor that Is all-pow-
erful, and this the other candidates all
feel and acknowledge. Tee NEW Elia
again predicts that he will be nominated
on or before the third ballot.
The preen of the country are giving it
to tne Garfield family because ot the
snobbish treatment received by prose re-
portera at the &obit. wedding at Men-
tor. Admittance to the ceremony or
even to view the decorations we. re-
fused the newspaper men, and this was
not caused by a deeire for privacy for
Jas. R. Garfield preparen a half-col-
umn account of the wedding We the
Asaociated l'rees. When it is remem-
bered that time family is largely indebted
to the press for their present alllueet
poeition, it looks very unkind, to say
the least, that they should receive such
treatment. The local press at Mentor
claim this is not the first time they have
had oocasion to complain of bad treat-
ment received at the hands of Mrs. Gar-
field
FOR CONGRESS.
In the contest fur the congusetousl
nomination in this district, the New ER1
has taken no part. This (amine eue
pursued, not because of any dislike,
want o( confidence in or inability te de-
eide between the teinilidatee., but booties.
it wee tire New Zee's inteinion to sup-
port McKeezle din lie decide to elite/
the nice. While other pep...thin the ills-
trite, many t.f which undoubtedly pre-
ferred McKenzie to the other candidates,
one by one committed theineelves be-
cause of his failure to announce, the
NEW Eke remained sileut and faithful
to the last. Had ileeided to make
the race he would have Ilan time earnest
and hearty oupport of the paper,
because we believes., he e as the most
suitabie 11411 for the position.
Since his entrance Into public life he
not niade a reputation of which any man
might well feel proud. the legisla-
ture, in emigres(' mid ire secretary of
stets. he performed his duties itonecleii-
'loudly and with an eye to the people's
welfare. At no Ono has lie been guilty
of neglect of duty, but always ready
and willing to du that which he believed
right and best. For ones time the New
hes Ilas felt assured he would not en-
ter the race, but it desired tu give him
all tne time he Withen for to decide.
This question now beteg dually settled,
and Mr. MeKensie having no thought
of conteating for the nonenation, the
Nrw EN.t will new fall lute line and
advocate with meth plemotre the eleima
of Capt. Ellis, believing that he will
fill the office with ability and satisfac-
tion to the people. Mr. Ellis has very
cleerly peoven to the people of the dis-
trict during tliji mid 4 preeedipg can-
vaes that he could lay claim to ability,
and when le shied to this a reputation
for honesty and fidelity it will readily be
aeen why the people flock to his stand.
ard. His running qualities In ilia last
race surprised even his best friende, and
but for Eke late hour at which he en-
tered might have !folded linn a winner.
Though the New Eire has done noth-
ing aetively to secure the nomination of
Mr. KII1A, Is now assured, it may
be permitted to eepress neferehand the
pleasure that nomination will give and
to as.sure the voters that the trust will
be safe in his care.
A writer the Paducah Standard
relative to the congreessional race in the
first district takes it upon himself to
give those people a little mlvice. First
he says, as to Judge Mrace, that he "lies
already occupied the poeinon tee cirouit
judge about six or eight years longer
than any wan should have occupied any
position. Is it wiee or sensible or
reaeonable or just to keep Judge Grace
or any otAer tams in office until the sound-
ing of Gabriel's trumpet of &term?" He
then says that no matter if Capt. Stone
should serve for twenty-four years, or
in fact, forever should he so desire, there
would be no objection. One paragraph
here contradicts the other. In the first
he says no man should be retained in
office so long; in the second he says
Capt. Stone should be allowed to keep
his are long as ha pleases.
The preset of the country has tiot yet
quit talking about McKenzie'a speech at
St. Louis. The I. rulaville Times pars
this well deserved compliment to the
Christian county statesman:
Tbe only man whom the convention
has thus tar produced who has risen
above the mediocre in talking Is Col.
James A. McKenzie, of Kentucky, who
came to the speaker's stand to second
the nomination of Mr. Cleveland. Col.
McKenzie ia a typical Kentuckian, even
to the eut of his panteloome which idol
the high-water mark ot 1882. Hie
speech was full of race-horse metaphors,
it is true, but it was his swinging man-
ner that refreshed the con VetitiOn Sod
the galleries. There had been nothing
like it before. He captivated the ladies,
who banged their fates to pieces at the
allusions; to Mrs. Cleveland, and when
in return for the compliment lie kissed
his hand to them the gallantry of St.
Louis, in behalf of the beauty, stood up
and yelled the old rebel yell. McKenzie
is a Kentucky farmer from Chrietian
county. tie served his county in the
Legislature two terries, hie district three
terusa in congrene hes state one term ass
secretary ot state, slid in the Greeley
campaign was one of tire eters:tore-at-
large from his state. Mr. Meineeeie
will be a conspicuous tigure In the his-
tory of the convention.
OPEN TO OFFERS.
As it has been decided that the 0. V.
is not coming to Hopkinaville the first
thing to do Is to get a release from the
contract or agreement with that compa-
ny. The first step in that direction has
already been taken by Judge Landes,
and let us hope it will be speedily ac-
complished. The Cairo, Tennessee Riv-
er arid Cumberland Gap may now pro-
ceed to get their proposition in shape to
submit to the people. The New Ett•
would say a word or two in sclvsuce
about this matter. Tito company sub•
mating a proposition to the people of
this county must bind Reel( to begin
building in good faith within a resaotia-
tie time after the proposition Is accept-
ed by the people. More than that it
must contract to have the road finished
and iq operation to the corporate line of
this city before a dollar shall be paid,
and there shall be speeited s time for
completion of same. The people will
stand no more agreeinente of tile Mier-
acter of the O. V. and it had as well be
understood at once. Experience makes
us wise and we've had lots of It clown
this way. Gentlemen, we're open to
offers; walk right up and say your little
say, but remetnberyon must t ilk Nisi-
nem We've gnat the cash to ilry for
what We get, and We pft1P050 In get
*bat we pay for.
NORTE TALKS.
PLEASED WITH THE TICKET AN
WELL AS PLATFORM.
WHO WILL IT BE?
LENS :11111111Ni. BUT MORE WORK
FOR BLAINE.
Not a Candidate for Congressional
Honors this Year.
No speech made at the St. Louis con-
vention has been so favorably received
by the people-at-large or so widely
eopied and quoted as that of James A.
McKenzie. Not until just before the
convention met did be have notification
that he was to second the nomination of
Grover Cleveland, hereto the speech
was almost impromptu and witbout
preparation. It was made on the spur
of the moment, while the inspiration
was upon him, and its reception has
clearly proven Its suitability to the °c-
ession.
Nestling ip a grove of oaks, near the
southern border a the gounty sixteen
miles !south of ilopkinstelle, in the
heart of the fairest section the eun ever
shone upon, is a sweet little cottage,
where dwells Christian's statesman.
On Thureday a New ERA. reporter
wended his way thither for the purpose
of luterviewing this able geutleman oil
the present outlook and to ask his opin-
ion of the national ticket as nominated
at Louis. The scribe wail cordially
greeted and invited In to rest. As a
conversationaliet Mr. McKenzie is al-
ways delightful, but upon this occasion
he seemed especially so. After a rani-
Wing talk of a _ hour or two the repor-
ter aaked his opinion of the ticket.
"The peroonuel of the ticket cannot
be improved. No preeldent since Wash-
ington, during three years of adwinis-
tration, hes done more to w in the con-
tidetice amid respect of the people than
Grover Cleveland. He has been con-
fronted whit the very greatest of dittl-
cultlea, but he hasi met them with
imerked ability and with a courage born
convictioll. His adininiatration has
been clean handed and the people have
confidence ill hitn. He hu had no
kitchen cabinet and his councils have
not been dominated by huckstering pol-
ineiens. In other words lie has been
preeident. Mr. Thurmati is a very
great man and in me )11deltient adds
great strength to the nekee. He Is a
man of siegularly pure and upright
character; has givee forty years of
active service to the Democratic party,
and is probably the ablest mateernan and
jurist In public life. My judgment ia,
eini the tionthination of Cieveland and
Thurman, we will carry every doubtful
state."
"What have you tu say of the plat-
form?"
"It is a platform upon which every
good Democrat can atand. I td enun-
ciation of principles is clear. concise and
to the point. it does not even savor of
free trade, but it means tariff reform,
reduction of the surplus, arid a spirit ot
equality in the ilietribution ut the pub-
lic burdens."
"Were you in favor of the Resolution
endorsing the Mill's bill?
"Very heartily ;while Is imlividual
Democrat, might favor a more sweep-
ing reduction and placing a larger- num-
ber of article:. on the free list, still the
Mill's bill la * lee mid conservative
measure acid 'mita toe reihooton of the
revenue iu tire leterest of tee tae-
payers."
"The Democratic party" continued
Mr. MaKentie, "will here to meet the
cry of 'free trade' that will be hurled
at It ,by shirt.
Ism *Ill lea mit of igttill Ili a
short lima ina OW VII Will INA ill Hie
reform. Why, Or, It winibl he
Juist as sppropriate fousise ,tless siege
of deritinsintu by the Itimiens tinder
Titus' an issue lit thir campaign sr the
late War."
"What about the congressional race,
Mr. MeKensiet aril you or will you be
a candidate.
"I 0111 110t a candidate 110f did ea.-
peso to be, uniese after e careful survey
of the premises) I saw more than a res-
sonable chance for winning. At no
time have I felt ensured on that point,
hence I have not announced. I have
nut the remotest idea of entering the
race."
St. John's Day Celehratiou.
The program arranged for the cele-
bration of St. J01111'd day by llopkiten
ville Lodge No. 37 F. & A. 33., Is an
interesting one and embracee the best
talent ol the city. The committee on
arrangemente has been at work wine
time aud everything lielleates "mews*,
The eitnrciaes will be opened at II




The NSW Xise would like to kiiiiiv
what grudge the Loofas/Me Cottitnerelel
las against Hopkinavillet it Is the,
custom of Oita paper whenever a dlr.
patch is sent from this place relative to
trouble of any kind in thin county,
though it may occur away out ori the
borders, or perhaps over the nee in an-
other county, to put seresational head-
lines over the article, stating that the
trouble occurred in thia city. On one
occasion not lorig since a report was sent
from here of a mob shooting into some
box cars, near Princeton, at a lot of ne-
groes who had been insultIng lady pass-
ers, and the Commercial in etartling
headlines referred to the act as being
tomniltted by llopkinsville people. In
its Issue of June Itatit is a report of a
shooting which occurred in the south-
western part of the county, over ten
elites; from this city. yet the headline,
' A llopkInserille Shooting," appears
over the article. Just such as thls ne-
ours very frequently. Whit object the
Cumtnercial hos in printing theses nil"-
leading and damaging headliner the
Maw X*4 does not know. In the body
Of these articles the place of the oecur-
Mee k always given, so it cannot be Ig.
anomie on the part of tee "head wri-
ter:" and in addition to this Ire corre-
spondent here always writes suitable
heads for these articles, but they are ill..
varaibly changed by the Comruercial. A
paper which persists in following a
course detrimental to a section should
not be patronized by the people of that
Prayer A. 1, Biddle
Opening entrees itryse Heiner
sone and towns., "Jfarese lake Ms /bone
Again."
Address, "Harionry." J. W. seeherson
vocal Solo, "United Miss Clayton Hogg.
Address, "The IssIge." W W. Clarke
Song aid Chorus, "iild a.lilone.1 Reese are
sweetest "
Recitation, MIN Fannie Fairleigh.
VOcel Rojo, "Maki o' the NW." Prank wa ler
Address IL W. 'leery.
Song awl Chorus, ,..tronad the camp Vire "
Indicatlene of Deadlock Unless the
Flureutlue Mosaic Is Nominated.
1 sie mon .1 tills 21.- Huh . .1 eines G.
Bleier in eft interview at New Castle
to-day, declined to slate whether or not
he would accept the nomination for
presideht.
Cite:mese ILL., JUNK 19111, 111 p. tn.-
Precisely at 12:31 the gavel of Chair-
man Jones, ehairman of the national
committee, d sharply upon the
mallogatly desk, and the Republican
convention of 1588 was formally (spelled.
The hum of cotiversation (soloed
throughout the vast auditorium and the
burs of expectation gave Wakes to an im-
pressive silence, as the chairman ititro-
deceit the Rev. Frank W. Gurisaulas, of
the Plymouth Cieigregational Church
of Chiettgo, iso epeikeil the prnoreditig*
with prat er. Chan Willi Jones theu in-
troduced J. S. Tburston uf Nebraaka as
temporary chairman of the conventiori.
Delegate Oeboru of Kansas objected to
the assumption on the part of the na-
tional committee of the right to name
the temporary thallium), and asked If
Mr, Thurston had 'been electee by the
eetnudttee. Chairtnati JonesereplIed in
an euephatic aftionatiVe, for which he
waa vigorously applauded. But Mr.
Osborn was not to be subdued, and in
the moue of the Kantas delegation de-
clined to be responsible for the action of
the national committee in this matter,
and regarded it es a mieteke. !Wore/Li
He desired the roll of states to be called
in order that the Kansiet delegation
might cast Its vote for the lion. William
Wareer of Misaouri.
No attention was paid to his demand,
however, and Mr. Thureton immeePately
begat, hie adilresa.
The first session of the convention
would have been uneventfin bet (or a
dramatic Irene between Malinite and
Wise of Virginia slid the eppearanee of
Gen. Fremont and Fredericit Douglaes.
As Thurston eoneluded his remarks
Horr of Michigan presented to the tein-
porary chairman, on behalf ot the Mich-
igan delegation, a gavel made from the
wood of the tree under which the repub-
Hese party organized July 6, 1844, in
the village of :tuition, Miehigeu. Mr.
Horr stood upon the edge of the plate
form as lie spoke, with his back to the
audience. The chairman thanked the
pMriecutnigoanuders with a neat turn of ee-
4. delegate from Areansas ieloVed that
the various persona mimed by the secre-
tary of the national committee be eleeted
as officers of the teutpomy orgarileattore
Mr. Boot of inansae arose end said: "I
call% allow this declaration of the natioto
al committee to stand Ks the official ac-
tion of the convention without making
a protest. Teere has been another man
named as obairwan of the convention."
A Mintieeote delegate said: "I sup-
mond, and I thought it fully undereto.x.1
that the present elisions', had been fully
recognized by the convention."
The kick against Mr. Thureton's
chairmanship fell flat. Judge Moudy of
Dakota next obtained recognition and
asked the convention that Dakota be al-
lowed ten votes instead of two. He
spoke forcibly in lever of his demand,
quoting the cases of Kansas, Colorado
and other territories In the past. Ile
asked that the convention allow Intitota
ten votes to rebuke the attitude of the
Democratic party toward Dakota.
The chairman announced that the na-
tional committee had recommended that
Dakota have ten yotee and Waehington
Territory eix votes.
'rise rulea of the last national Republi-
can teitiveutatsu Were adopteci aa the
rules for this upliveuttun.
Gen. Winthrop of Kande* offered a
resolution of sympathy with General
Sheridan in lila nitwits, which was car-
critedieerbsy. a ril6ing "Le 1114 
with ringing
A petition was presentod to the eon-
tendon asking diet two hundred tickete
of admission be given to the veterans of
the war.
Gen. Henderson offered au amend-
ment that the ticket. be distributed
among the different states and territories.
The resolution was referied to the na-
tional committee With inetructions that
the tickets be dietributed as requested.
Was a decided snub for the local
tonenittee of arrangements,
In order that the national committee
Mends! know that Cook o as yet in the
ring, George R. Davie moved that the
chairman of the various delegations
eend 10 the chair tint mune" of the gentle.
Illen selected aa their repreeenuttives on
the different committees. It was purely
routine business, and on the call for
states the committeemen were an-
nouticed.
The call of the roll begun, but as the
convention did :lot approve of the delay
the reeding was dispeneed with and the
states instructed to fend up the al point-
teelit•.
v settmolt r *PEARS.
Judge Thurston said : "l'here is pree-
ent in the hell iS the tomtit of the Ne-
braska delegation a distinguished gen-
tleman who Was the lino candidate for
preattimit of the Republiban party, and
move that the chairman (Attie Nebras-
ka delegation be allowed an own-twine
to preitent John C. Fremont to the con-
vention." There teas uo objection, and
Breen began a flowery andiesa which
was cut off by tile impatience of the au-
dience and cries of "Fremont." The
veteran was received with wild enthu-
se:rem. Ile spoke skoniewhat feebly, but
in a dietlect voice. Ile told how deeply
lie wait affected by the reception. Ile
was glad to see the til:n and the eons of
men with whom he had the hotior se
tieing aesotinted in a great struggle. Ile
spoke of the continuous record of the
party. He said lie was with Insane four
years ago, mid half Bleine beeii elected
the e011titry have had an Ameri-
can ailitilitheration. ite !toped te see
such sit adellnestretion, Ile Nolo
thanked the 011141110mi Mel withdrew
iiimiestly Mid obviate.
134Y14 1145 311,10ORY OMNI,
yrast tamoiaao was hi Ilia first
row of seats autsiriled
mows, lie elt11/1/ On the awn! present.
Mg the orlitleg figure known so well
throughout this Vetted rooter, but una-
ble to speak quite as usual. He Bead :
"I cannot say more than to thatik you
for the honor of havieg called me to tier
platform. 1 have only one wind to say,
and Wet this couvelition will
tuake auch record le to put it out of
the power of the Itemocrats, and es-
peciany of mugwump., to asy that they
aee no difference between the Demo-
cratic and Republican parties as regards
the people of every state. There is but
one quality in the Democratic Parte,
and that is fidelity to their friends. The
Detnocrata have been faithfel to the men
whom they have acknowledged as good
as their masters. They were faithful
before the war, during the war as far as
was safe without drawing their own
emits into the halter. They were faith-
fill timing the reconstruetion period and
they are faithful now to Olt. solid 'meth.
I hope the party still be
equelly as faithful to its friends." Mr.
Dotiglere cloud with ill appeal In the
party for protection to the negro voters
of the *with In their right to free suf-
frage. "Let the bloody aldrt wave as
long as there is a spot upon It. The
party that gives the right to suffrage in
its conatitution should have the power
to protect its members in that right."
/T RADE 'Mail 7 iitici)•
l'he tee:mention was still awaiting the
report of the committeemen from the
delegatione, some of the states being
negligent. There were calls for Inger-
soll and Foraker. nelt.lier of whom chose
tospeak. The secretary • then reread
the list of the oommItteemen. Then
followed weartsome delay while oor-
rections in the list were being made.
As 3 o'clock approached slid It became
evident that the convention would ad-
journ after the conipletion of the tem-
porary organisation, there was a thin-
ning out in the galleries.
George H. Davis effort% a resolution
that the rise el states be tur
presentation of credentials and notices
of contest be handed In to the secretary,
slid that any ,iicli papers be referred to
the committee on credential' without
statement or debate.. The motiou was
put and although the yeas 'teemed to
predominate, Chairman Thurstou de-
dared it lost. There Were expressions
of dieapproval and the questimi was pm
again amid ',leonine clearly carried.
The call of the states proc'eetied weari-
ly and die audience began to disperse,
many of the delegates imitating their
szaniple. After a number of inotione,
all of which meant the game thin, and
that nothing, the oredentlais were all
teeniest in, The entiventloa &Jimmied
to nowt at lu o'clock toonorrow.
The tonitultteie on credentials and
platform i.re now seselon and will
hardly dent' before midnight. Excited
crowds await nit reeult of their delitair-
PLAINE IN TR* 1.5•15.
The situation remains unchanged to-
night as tu the nominee. Each leading
uandidate has Ills swarm of enthusiastic
supporters, and It certainly looks as If it
would be a hard and long matter to set-
tle. lu this condltion affairs a neck-
ties:it Is sure to result, anci coot utile ne
brokee from sheer w &litanies., or wnat
is more likely, a "Liddell _stampede to
Blaine or Immo dark horM This idea of
a dark horse wreathes Hiscock's face
with smiles and even finds lodgement
in the breast of Wm. Walter Phelps,
l'he Blaine boom progressed more 4eiet.
ly thin itt tly One 6111045 Cali-
fornia reaelied town. Althotigh InUal
less ;wide was eiside wore work was
done. From all the nelegations, frem
Vitali to New yorki men, wno their
liesirts deeire Wattle's; nominaticui, be-
sought, the Pacific slope delegation to
make haste slowly if thoy tild tot want
to be the ettlteide of fuming a twain
nation on the ootiventiou, and did not
wish it to take on the character of a
spoonfed boom. They feared that too
much agitation would be disastrous:
Ilea too niuch warmth might consume
the effect, and, while the California del-
egatioe will not shout ao 'rimer fer-
merly,the wqrk of entitling the proullent
of yotergoes on every hour. They had
a meetin4 titia morning. It was hard
work to decide what it was beet to do.
'rite new ortinkinlitInft iliet 1.11110(1 Of
was Blaine and Porter, 'awl hem all ap-
pearances the Indiena men cannot agree
on either Gresham or Intuition tor
either first or spotted plue, Porter, it
is said, could carry lediena neyond
doebt. Ile ran 400 votes ahead of his
ticket in lei()
Said an oneerver ; rake the situa-
tion for what it appears to be on the
surface mid It is a tight between Blaine
and Sherman, with Bleitie a little ahead
and the steam nut up, lett while
boys are doing the howling the buses
salt:tel:1,, a corner somewhere waking
1.urat Haletead, a delegate trorn
Maine, add that it was the desire of
Blaitie's (deeds that his name should
not be pushed forward so persistently.
It were better to let tninga take their
course. "We weet him to get et !emit
three fourths a the votes," saki lie, "if
Ike is to get any at all, and we depreeate
the braes band methods ot Celiforula.
If Blaine is nonithated In the way we
hope, why, of course, he'll accept. Ile
can't refuse."
CHICAGO June JO, the ionvention was
called to order at 12:30 by Chairman
Thurston and • hush fell upon the
assemblage when the Bey. Stephen A.
Northrup, of Vert Wayne, Ind., lined
up bid voice Iti prayer. After the prayer,
l'heirtuan Thurston said that there had
been forwarded to him reeolutIons re-
ferring to tne formetion of the platform
which the chair sine would be referred
to the mminuittee on resolutions.
A motion was made and seconded that
the committee oti perruanent oganiza-
tion be called upon to reeort.
Guy. Foster, of Ohio, chairman of the
colleen:tee on permacent organization,
then stepped upon the platform and
read the unanimous report of the com-
mittee. Ile was given an enthusiastic
receptiou by the audience, and as he
stated that IC liCster, of Useful-net,
was 'elected for permanent chairman of
the contention, the cheering broke
afresh.
Gov. Foster proceeded to read the II t
of vice-presideete as selected by the va-
rious state delegations.
The report was adopted without un-
seat, Senator Foley, of Nevada,
and Mr. Geo. B. Sloan, of New York,
a committee to escort Mr. Estee to the
platform from his seat in the Cretonne
delegation. When Mr. Estee appeared
amid was introduced by the chair, the
cotivention applauded enthusiastically.
iientieleen of the cotivention : I thank
you in the minie of the Metes and tent-
torte" of tile Pacieu wart, a* well as
Gout my own liesrn. for the distinguish-
ed tumor that you have seen fit to collier
upon nie. I appreciate to the fuilest
extent the grave responsibility devolv-
ing upon me, mid it being a Republican
couvention, I shill isak in all things its
charitable judgnieut and its candid and
earliest support.
Foliowitig so illustrious a: gentleman
as your temporary chairman, I shall nut
attempt to detain you by any lengthened
apeech. I °lily want to say to you that
we live so tar trout the center of the
repulle over ors the Paean: elope that I
eau not guess wilt) yotir tionattiee is go-
ing to be. I say farther to you, gentle-
men of the convelition, that atu not
able to say exactly what your platform
will be; but the people ot tile country
eelluen its eeettusent Kiel the rattle
of the skirmish line wise Leant only two
weeks ow) trout Oregon.
God Is tiling, resumed Mr. Estee, next
Novetutier }Lit will hem. Gum Cleve-
land's Appomattox all over this great
leptileic. Again 'honking yull for the
lemur you have conferred upon me,
will cool hit the next order el business.
fleecier ots Lita.
I leilletiati nevi. vr the ;mniesnem ell
Rules, was recoptilmel and prevented
the report. The porn adopts
the Niro of the litsitee rapremiste•
liver with softie alight 1110i1111016litill,
end 11141010 (011/1a HI 4101 f tool
Hess :
First-Report of Ole C. wildfire ott
Credeetiale
Second-Report of the Committee oil
Reeolutions.
Tilliti-The naming of the National
Committee





The report also gives Itakta lp:a vete.
and Washington l'erritory Me votes and
the other territories etel the District of
Columbia two each.
'file rule. rectimmentleil are substan-
tially sinillsr to those adopted by the
last Natimiel Convention. Tile only es-
sential chiseges are two. tine la Illist
stead of adopting 'oohing's Manual as
a guide for the parlisuientlary proceed-
Ingo of the uonvention, the rules of the
helm of repreaentatives is reseminietided
as far as applicable. The most essential
change that It is recommended thst
an executive eommittere mutilating of
nine membera niay be eliosen by the
national committee to conduct the en
fakirs of the party.
The chair called for the report of the
committee on credentiale se the next
order of business.
Mr. Hoar, of Michigan, moved that a
recess be taken until o'clock to-nlght,
which Was agreed to, arid at 2:10




Catcsno, June 20.-The &at night
session of the Republivan national con-
veution, tuditig shortly before midnight,
to-tilght, brought at the last moment die
first apprexiinate test of the strength of
any prealdential candidate on a roll call.
It showe.1 that John Sherman 'could
muster at 1 oist 269 votes. The roll "all
was on the ‘'irglii1* RIO It VW.'
for the klahooe Was taken tit were
a vote tut :senator Stimulate Ohio trieil
te disguise the fart that a test vote was
being taken, and split her vote even.
Counting Ohio solid fur Sherman, his
eggregate on the roll call Would be as
stated, 269 votes
The other sensation of the ',light sea-
10011 was a speech by Gov- Foraker
responses, to noisy calls by his admirer..
He undertook to give Prealdent Cleve-
land a number of savage raps, end in
describing the next preeident of the
United States neatly avoided COILIIIIItting
himself by simply aseerting that the
new chief inagiotrate would lo gentle-
The tippennom thought in the mind
of the convention as it begine to reas-
eenible this evening, is the supreme im-
portant* of tire action taken this after-
woe In eilopting the report of the coin-
taittee uti rules, which includes a rule
that Ito clienge of votes can be made af-
ter the vote of a state has been pruperly
mot until after the ballot hall teem an-
nounced. This virtually *tops any
stampede, and Wins very decidedly to
the deliberatteectutracter of the colleen-
title p toceed Ingle
W. 0. Bradley was called for widle the
vonvention was waiting for the report
cd the committee on credentials. lie
&hook the bloody shirt until the rtiois
air took on a lurid hue.
Nothing was ljput) save hear the re-
port 011 64614411161a18, and settle family
inarrels, which took up the entire even-
ing. At 11:25 the convention adjourned
until 10 o'clock to-morrow.
 111111.01!
rot-tries—Ware.
At the Kpiacopal church, at te3.1
o'clock, Wednetiday morning, by Rev.
J. W. Venable, Mr. 1'. A. Partrick, of
Vloreece, Ala.. and Wee Beulah S.
Wre, diughter of Ju Ige H. Ware,
of Jacket:el, Mica , were united In
marriage. Mlas Mal Ware and Mr.
Harvey Ware, a brother of the bride,
were the only sttendanta. Mr. W. A.
Ellie, of Sheffield, Ala., acted as best
man, and the bride was given essay by
ber father. Ine neneee were Jam"
Ware, 144ve Vancullu, Harry Wart and
J. E. Batas. The brkial eocple left on
the morning train for the east.
4 Lively ZeetIng.
The meeting of the Commercial club
Tuesday evening was quite well attend-
ed. There wits little buoineies attended
to as the Vedette committee. appointed
asked for further time to wake their re-
port. 'nhe club will send a delegate to
the confereece at Louisville on the 47
of the wstiolfil cleyi in the stete, held
for the purpiese of arranging for a con-
vention dome time lu the fall. Five
more blew names were added to the list
of members-Messrs Frank enaller, Eu-
gene Wotan II. P. Dina, Harry Fraser
and K. B. 1.4011g,
Various subjecte of general interest
were diectissed after the business was
riniatied, those participating becoming
very enthualastic. A [notion to adjourn
by one of the officers was overwhelm-
ingly voted down, and the said officer
sat upon. Qi: the whole the meeting
wail one of the 11104t iiiterestIng yet
held.
Tobacco hales.
teerket thl. week was strong on
leaf but lower on lugs. 'rho receipts
were rather light. The lodes were
much heavier tIlan last week.
Wheeler, Mills & Co. aold this week
30 islids. as follows •
10 1111.1e. niedium leaf, $8 30 to 9 00.
e0 laths. common leaf, 44 115 to 7 90.
10 Wile legs, 43 Oti to 3 45.
Gant si Co sold this week 50 hlids. as
f°141:1"1:1i;da. common to good leaf, $6 50
to 10 et).
le Weis, lugs, $3 en toll 50.
M. II. Nelson' Co. sold this week 22
as follows:
Melte old leaf, $7 00
14 Midi. cowmen new leaf, $7 00 to
00.
Hattie:pa, Fraaer Reasdale so1.1 this
week 79 Mids. as follows:
45 Men. cemnion to medium leaf, $9 70
9 Ole 8 SO, 9 10, 8 05, 8 ell, s 25, 7 95,
10 00, 7 65, 40, 7 A 8 00, 7 55, 0 25,
00, 5I1, 7 OU, 8 GO, 7 50, 50, 80u,
00, 10 00, 8 50, 10 00 7 50, 7 00, 7 00,
II 00, OU, U 00, 8 60, 8 00, 7 23,
7 75, 7 75, 7 1U, 7 23, 7 35, 7 10, 7 50,
7 735; 11171.134oLlugs, el 50 to 7 00
ilanberry slayer isold tills week 15
1111d. as follown
Mid. cote' lllll to good leaf 3e 25 tO
5 common leaf 36 75 to 7 00.
Wel. lugs 34 75 to 5 00.
Were we ri quires! to select the 11 tie
sleet word in the English language, we
would name "presolge"-family prestige
-degenerate eons of illustrious; *Gee.
'fit s restige Idea line made more
ilrunkee healers, more dudes, more
mortal els thee lines, more thriftless
fanners, more mere:voile (figures, more
digintie I idiots, more tatting old manis
mid sour old buelielons, then all the Ills
to which lied, is heir. It is impoverish-
ing otir lands by inheritance. Bt. a
man or a woman yourself, is the new
idt-a. Good blood will tell, but it takes
training to develop Joy Eye Sees fuel
Golinnuith Main.. Etkergy, work, life,
is the measure of merit and true worth.-
"Old Man" iti l'obtieeo Leaf





No. 1 MIxeil, per bushel.... ......
Whitt, per bushel ........
Pout:rev-
cite-ices, live, per dos 





No. 1, Red 
" Longten7 
































"We Take the Cake."
Tbe NEW EWA Is indebted to Mr. W.
H. Andersou and the ladle* of Oak
Ridge ochool district No. 20 for a gener-
ous sample of the cake left over after
tits elegato supper at the schoonliouse
Thursiley night. The feast was held to
raise (limns to repair the school-house.
A large k frown was present mid a snug
ruin of i;ussey real:sed
Teachers of Ike Public Scheel.
At A useetteg tl t. 'chisel board Irri-
day 'eight, the following teachers were
elec ted
Mrs Emily Mi Ketiz'eddraltusa Br am-
ham, Miss Katie McDaniel, Miss Lelia
Mills, ?dna Willie Friend, Mias earah
McKee, Mies Nora Stara, Miss Susie
Rutherford, and Miss N'irginla Houston.
All exeept Misr Huston are old leathers.
Prof. Dietrich e as reelected superin-
titident. There are three more teacher.
pliers to be filled and the board will meet
again Friday night to conelder the mat-
ter.
created et a Fee.
Some seven months ego Heery Har-
rold, a colored man, died in this city,
and was Wriest in the potter's field.
Henrynt stater Hever °sowed to grieve
u'er the loss of her brother, and what
hurt moot was the fact that lie tilled a
pauper's grave. Slue at ouce set about
remedying the matter, and by hard
work and *elf &teal accumulated a suf-
ficient Milli ti) purchase a lot in Klurwood
oemetery and had the body of her broth-
er disinterred from the pauper grave
and reinterred in the cemetery lot. The
pauper sepulcher was left open. Mon-
day '1' out also (motored, died,
and the mutat'. field Wm his portion
and whole** WU buried yesterday it
was in the some grave that had held the
remains of Harriett for the put uven
months. By tilt" stroke of economy one
grave answer" fur two bodies, and the



























M. Frankel & Som
"Tilc Cant"
Rave just opened their second purchale of
SPRING CLOTHING,
consisting of line tailor made suits in Woi
steds and Cheviotts, English and Scotch
in all the latest style of elegant fitting,
3 and 4-Butten Cutaways, Single





is cut and made by the latest improved meth-
ods, and they are guaranteed to fit as well
as if made by any tailor. We have also










Kraut, per gal 
Hooey









sahllag    3 15 to 514
lied Clover  4 50
Toth.loy OU
oreisird tirade. . .  1 40 to 1 60
Rol Top TicBlue lima  1 0 lot SIwhim nsed oats 
Black Seed Oats  .12.:
111Y •NU















orreetml tor every ffuto the pa-pers or the .lay lisfure.4
4-1111/11K A ii•Y.
WsK•y-t arrive 881.6 le
1.oagberry





it •S-fancy timothy ...... 19 50 lo
Chou).  Is 00 to .
Lott gra,les  160111417 RSstraw, ism ton  110 .
PlitIV 'MONS.
BACON-Sides  10,10
Sboulders  1534 10
Bir La --sulee  77. to 81,4
Sboulders  814 10.  11 Id 1114shoulders to
Brealtaot lacon  10% to 11Li oD--C hoice Leas  ist
kegs and Bucleta  Pito
Prime ntearg .. . .... - • 6 loPLO( ti-.Chuito  5 011 to 1 WIPlaiu pateutil  4 71 i Ou
Choice  4 61 to 4 711Plow fancy  II to
Extra family  11 50 to 3 76
buckwheat   II El to SELore meal per huadred the bolted I SO ....
COUNTRY PRODUCR.
Duress-Cholas owestry  It to
Low grades 7 to If
Dairy m to 16
CHKILds--finey mean ehetklar.... 1214 to isTwins  15 to
louts ineriC1111  13% to 14Slim ehee•e  7 to V
Ethid-wir this  14 to
T•CLow-per lb  10
BlIltdWAX- per lb  30 to
1 tit to 1 WO
POT ATtlici-on Uri Tal, Nummunt
liurbanks, 70 to 75New potatoes, per sack.. .... 1 Cie Lo 1 75Per barrel  3 00 to 3 ft
LIVE STOCK.
'Reported be 5 soodgrass Co_.. Lice Stock
Couim18.100 Hereadmts, nartroe Meek rardli.)
Cattle-Good to extra shipping. ,4410
to 1,500 wends' . ' 75 to 11, 00
Light shipping, i,$00 lo 1,400
pounds '  4 165 1.0
Good to extra oXen . X $5 to 12





Medium go..I butchers . 3 7) to 4 *5
°tureen to medium butchers 1 50 to 3 5.Thin, rough steers, pour CUM • aail
scale* ago 1 25 to 2
HIP, Choice peektelf butaber• 5 60 la 79
rem se goal linteMers . . 510 111/Light mallum belabors 4 00 tot 00
Shutitil• 3 AO to 60
Sheep aud Lambs, Fair se good
shipping  3 00 to SS
Com num to Medium ...... „ 25 to 3 OU
Extra Limbo e0 to 5 SO






1 to 3 00
 30111o111111
 3 00 to Apo




Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
STATE COLLEGE OF IfENTI)CKY !
-P4IITESN RZOZESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS.
se ealtinal and Alerlinalcal. seientitp:, Ler 'merino. I Normal 5:11001, PI il.lari Tar •lips, Copisiereoi1 Preparatory liyirees of 5Ctidy.
—VOLK rt arresnmitaie asitcy:ncu r sel4;
Yin tern notes seeeliateer Is. lsea. for catalogue 0•41 other Diforiiial4on addruta
JAN10 l'ATIgIlluN. Ph. D., I etiiigtoti, Ix,
egimmoim
..71-1711111T NUEICIEIINT1ELEO I 1
Hendrick'sChinaHalq
1,000 Chamber Sets, 10 Pieces, from $2.75 to $ 75.00
500 Tea " 44 " " 3.00 to 50,00
500 Dinner 4, 100 %I 7.50 to 500.00
tie rica lose your chance but e111110 once or order by moil gip- AAti.fartiuu guaranteed.
Fine Pongee Silk Coats and Vests,
FINE WORSTED COATS and VESTS,
FINE SERGE COATS and VESTS,
FINE DRABDETTE FROCK and SACK,
FINE FANCY FLANNELS.
FINE BLACK ALPACAS in Frock and Sack. r.-1
The Largest Stock of
White Linen, Corded Pique $ Linen Vests
Ever seen.
Our line of Summer Goods is too well known to
need much talk. They are the best fitting
goods on the market, and we have all
siaes, for tall and slim, short and
stout; running in sizes for men
from 34 to 52.
The Lar t Stock of
Summer Underwear
in the city at prices that defy legitmate compe-
tition.
New Neckwear
for Summer, just received.
Elogallt Flannel Shirts aild Widsor Ties.
The 14argest Stock of
Fur, Wool and Straw flatpl
and al' elpga;4 line of
STIFF HATS,
late style, from $1.50
As an inducement to our patrons and friends,
we will give to every purchaser, for cash,
of a $15.00 suit of clothes, from this
date, an elegant
Nickel Alarm Clock
Remember, we make no extra charge for this.
but merely to show our appreciation of the










Yurnierly of No0'11'40111+ Warehouse, KAIIPINA.I strset, bets sec 10th and 1011.110IMIS•111141. Kr.
Careful attentunt given to sampling awl sellieg all l'obiwou cousighiel to us. hievesi ad-valoes.oi Toliteou storm uo..1 quarters for team. Anil teamsters.
1\4. H. 1•T=1.-6S01•7' dr CO,
TOBACCO AND GRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
HopkinsvIlle Warehouse, iIth and:R. R.Sts.
D. 8. HENDRICK & CO.. 221 N. CHERRY ST._
•••*-PuimPtrown•
































e date with your
printed on the
n or wrapper of
ur paper shows when
ur paid subscription
pires. If not renew-









Abysm was in the city this
sibTlEtal
Stencil eacuoinas.
Goor, PAercas it Z. G. Lew Ap-
ply to L. L. Buckner.
The fruit crop this year will be one of
the laresst41 the history of the county
Fon RaNT-4-Nice residence on South
Main itreet. 4,4113r at this ottioe.
It is Itillooredillitat • new time table
will go lop effect at an early date.
Robert Solemnly, iou 44 Rev. K. W.
Nottoutly, took the first Insors of Iiis
cites go tee litvaderime High school.
al platter.) pooled on Silyero' corner
Tuesday bore this hiseciption : Location
for depot ilopkineville & Cadiz railroad.
'fire Christian County Mettles! Society
net Monday, esealegat the Mike of Dr.
Jfairleigh. There was a fell retteudamee.
O. W. NUL of Chicago, has taken
o 9100_41 t titslier at
this point,41:16in f.Sllanuoll -going re.
was frothing at the nioeth, was killed
on Virginia street by Policeman 111g-
"1 441:4044ridaY'Al 4 a Ai 1.
. Iffr tbartdereet---sres
Judgi W . Thutaday for violatingv
ty
A. Brasher, of Crofton, spent Frilay in
aity.
Dr. W. H. Porgy, of Carey, spent Monday in
city.-
1. A. Dudley, of Pembroke, was in the city
irid*Y •
item Blackmer, of Loaagfew`was la the cityray.C. A. Geesett, a Clartarifta. spent Monday
thinity.
Jo Ulu", of Vadatti, wee 'boning la the
gy wsagialleisehnill.?IlitPas Writs
OW Me city.
MIO Lout haW, of ran • w, gent Woolen.
la Use oily
Mre i.e Clardy, of t handl IliU.sp.al Tops-
y la lb.City.
Is. Notrinort hp MS ...a fur her hese
Gromeagelly. '11111 I.
Mint Joliet, Welker, of Nowsteed, spout
ay la the city
rtedoot Gerhart, of claraseiltes is 'Isaias
tires la the city.
cireeMeof moult atetstisa, is risli-
160 tadaard.
'Kra. . Staisry $ad !legatee are home
Per a visit to Auburn.
Mrs. J R Castile, ontowstead, am shop-
lift in the caw lipmalsg.
Mrs resale Mosta, of levinerfal.,H bar e"eof
Mrs Joe. r. Campbell.
. T. B. &Omer. a promised t Logan county far.
Oar. sass bows Romney.
Mr. see Mrs. 'leery ,stnes tate returned
Ism their extensive tone
Kiss Viols Long returned sunday front a pro-
tracted visit to frkends in Elkton.
J. W. Kama t Indies flelitts, assoasl
Cbristuta.wse As the city Saturday.
Mr. Robert West left lest week for Florida
where be will rake his foture borne.
Herrero Inquirer; Mies Erie Adair went
he Hopkinsville Wednesday morning.
Hon. lob' D. Vance, re of Henderson's




visit relatives la Paris sad Dallio, Tex.
Mir Annie Kennedy, who has been teaching
M Oxford.blies ie visiting Mrs. Jou. hills.
, 1 If- Bollieger, a promieent farmer of the
rembreke precinct, was In the cit. Milky
r Mrs lad& UaIrdr mod aillIgbier MIS Barn
of sorb Christian, spent Moeday in the city.
Mir RUM esigellfig, miss beg hews visiting
trims.' us ureeeeams, reenreed bore Thurs-
day.
r K. M. Gioia, tine of the leading young best.
sees ere of Clarksville, spirt nundoy in the
t, city.
..„„_ J J. Roan sad L. E. W adhesion, two prom-
isee& ruiners at Trocs county, were is. the city
Friday.
.. Mr. W. G. Posodester. • landing toeseeeme&
cturiseists. • pee t Siessdae with rent t wea la
' tbe city
Mtge Mabel Dodd Ira renamed here to apeed
711be roestam. rinks& ileessallagfaelosi is
,..t, Ji • 1Greessilte.
k Dr. Will Stem iturenville. brae down to
oberokidooday. He •ttentied sorrier at the
3Iepeagg A/AL 0 • - 1 W-. - Jr I $ ,,
Iir . Classes Miller sad Bliss Ibis Miller, of
neingtuun. Ala- are •keltiag the lima- .31
.J. M. Dais.
Mr a* _a. "awes sow =1.1:2
phis, I sit* eatireddliCS Urn' 
rib street for the summer.
Mir Jena Yeast:de left ruesday erodes' Ino
Illashville, to he present at the Walbridge.
ZiorelltHperlyell OM Irk y If
Mills.E.S.K itre•Pf NAT Allow .)sr.t
steed here Thursday eventr g on a visit to her
persess. Dr iiiiih ainl wife.
Miser Lacy and Klir Metiowitia ark *mitt og
Mole cousin Mr. sad Mrs. C. M. Markham,
sear ohs chatreeass spring.
. Mies Kase sad Laity@ Wooldridge. accent-
f...1 waled by their brether, Bob, returned from
°wombs,* Saturday evening
CAL ketetibeer !,' me. gave A veilkt. wibioak;
H... atteeding the South Kentucky college at
gispitisirville, has returned bore.
Miessileillesitestasearteds...feemiass
ter ltaseen•ine, whets she will visit frioads
sad naafi, before bow roan to Panticalt.
Mies Rya Prince, Of HUIllt11214005 Igo,
puss been visiting In the cit.;.- for hie saitth
weeks. MA ter L reit rotas% Teas., liatertlat
*.eatag: - .
4 so. Boyd. 4.. H. Clerk. J. :hark, Jae. .a.
Bops and *tom. Bestial Win leave .?:assidae for
bile..IS Ahead SMKAIHMISlada BAJtaarti
cosiveut ion.
hrA Joiar.,„,., imi,.a. , „,pd son, Rib
and 11111tes. f Onsetskia, awl Mtss ?tonal
tartest ol West 1411, are spending the weeri
vita 11.. .r.;.. (4.., ass,:af ..'s.stsy.'
1..s4it Telepboae, Air.? 4. limps and fam-
ily. terneriy of alloplihiee into. 1101141 wed to
Cad Mame at the Joke Smears pine*.tie
Mr b a momer of MO law arm of
Helot alms, anit we messme aa *Omen.
Dewlap times; iblemsset. Mostleol 4, w
Kw, tresteset at the MUM Pswide (*Item,
of Hopitleisitille, pried throegh the City this




Mr. C. E. 'Clioosso and Miss Fannie
N. (4,sick, daughter of Rev. Abe Quick,
both of near Cadiz, came up Is • bogill
Tuesday aftertosoe sect were married at
the Phiestift tot el at 3:30 o'clock, Rev.
J. W. /1 perforusag the celleammy
In his "meet impressive said felicitous"
avanotti.
yonsatlo Fete
Peter A. Partrick to Beulah Ware
Ira L. Smith to Aurine
COLORXD.
Wilson Bryant to Addle Broldy.
Sam Gordon to Sophia Garrott.
Jacob Cridwell to Lizzie Wilknialiby.
.1
Whist Tlyssidisi ,
. Farmers *will ‘ion' ItaVe to out,
lk tiiernielres itith'foei to flit'
heir tilre.IIlllgengines.' liee41
lintIthaf epoT, N&I! 1.
8,61d bY''.1. h' 1ordj* i f„-f-.1 A
W heeler's WIttehonie la w Vet
cent. richer in - -aml oat$
heat", roducing a than any of
e inI ittlit in prise, is
no highe . a lump and pm
always on h illrf 11'
H INDS ro Loma W a toe r
co!. naY.
Business Change.
Newt. F. P. Renshaw and Claude R.
Clark, of the grocery firm of Renshaw
• 
:lark, have bought out W. A. Goa,
ectt, tIve forniture man. Mr. Clark will
five his pepolial turition to q.bqsl-
pm at the oia stak4 on Wade iltliet
pad the Arm name Furor -e. s.Vhrtir
it Co." Mr. Renshaw will opotleoe at
wolf groo..*.sy on Main street.
GosesetAtell wilgthalsei
foreassee trade and the sew Arot-the
thhoboos of which are both Christian
MIN, brie, who have a large sequoia-
IMMO and malty friends throughout the
‘oesseep...w111 no doubt Increase the bust-
Imenisetnely. They have the me.-
.y sod the pluck and the business capac-
ity, aoil a oombination of these qualities
IS NM to win.
me. Gems* *MI remain wIth Uteri'
ter a short time, after which be
WM go to Clarksville, where he and his
brother have bad a business for some
*kW him.
Si i msIa. Iee 9rJulit 1
ilibure Cs
Henry Brooks, colored, was arrested
on a warrant sworn out by Toui Owen,
adored. The latter claims that Brooks
threatened to take hia life.
'lire hardware stores have brought on
large; supply at deg muzzles, &inlet..
pating a big rash in consequence of the
revently enacted ordinance.
John Savage has taken a position
with the tioutheru Exprese compaoy.
He is an energetic, intelligent young
team, end - CH asks the company a
faithful servant.
"See.aaw" Renter ate the rose hi
Clarksville just now,", 'limy simply
place a plank across the open of one of
the hill. Itillgenotir to that place end
beti tip wad duet; into the gullies.
Little Gaut Grittier, Mr. Nat Gaither's
son, took • drink of concentrated lye
Friday afternoon, thinking it was water,
kid fortunately did not swallow it.
!Mammal) anti tongue are badly blister-
ed.
The campaign hat is attracting greit•
attention just now. It is a high beaver,
dark:brown with handsome steel engrav-
ings of Clevelend and Thurman. One
enterprioing tIrm dieposed of two dozen
in a single day.
Owensboro Inquirer: Mr. Jae.
lifbore, of Calhoon, who was sent to the
Hopkinsville asylum six years ago, hae
rejgaroni home very much improved.
He is a son of an ex county clerk of
McLean county.
Prof. C. P. Shields was elected to the
chair of Latin and Greek at Bethel Col-
lege, Ruseeilville, instead of English as
has been stated. Prof. J. 1'. Fruit has
cid Chit/rot Eingt,ish, which he las oc-
cupied for some years.
The bridge on the public road near
Union School-house, which crosses a
deep ravine, wog wai.heti completely
away Friday eteiling by the torrent.
The absence of the bridge ion source of
great annoy auce to the public.
Cadiz Telephone: Mr. P. M. Reese
and family, formerly of Hopkinoville,
have moved to Cadiz and located at the
John Stewart place. Mr. Reese is a
member of the new firm of McKte &
Reese, and we welcome all to Cadiz.
Courier-Jo:turret : Hopkinsville has
two exeenent colleges, a splendid itigh
school, one of the best systems of plblic
A0004, if the state, and two Deicer,-
caddie irespapers. Pee sham elApt
politics the educate.) people of Wet part
of the state profess.
trir11141610rw FddllOY.f.ir.
leg didireat damage to groN,ing crops
around Ellton.-1)alton Bros, a Hop-
kinsvtile firm who were burning a brick
q4449liftifto /recall Woft
pubTii; school building there, had (wen-
t, five thousand brick utterly ruined.
l op G. Z. Gilther for D.o,?Ses, ladle ̀ Oil, 'LIS gif tent rata
veil r; nae.i.both latoinaLly sad
ternally. Also Dr. Yongue'd Blood,
Liver mid Kidney 3pecitie, the greatest
remedy known for impurities of the
blood and all liver and kidney troubles.
See advertieement elsewhere.
Two gentlemen from the trountry
ealeillw SRA ebb, In Amen
were thrown from a buggy Tuesday by
their horse suddenly taking fright at an
imetemshm. f.iata of
received a severe blow upon the head.
wo,end was nuke paitaul but not
serious,.
Messrs. Forbes 4 Bro., of this city,
sold an Advance thresher to one of the
leading business men of Clarksville Ode
emelt. There are a few more men In
Clarksville who are not so warped by
prejudice that they dop's item@ a goad
thrtstg when they see ii. Tobeeec 1.ost
Will please copy.
Mr. P. . Glass, NM Ot Wum most prom.
Inenteltisens of the county, living about
Ave males bon) the city, had a severe
strobe of paralysis, Friday, resulting In
the total lose of the use of hit left flew
and side. Ile can warmly speak
WHIM ettlerlog greatly Nate the *Steele
ti She etrelie.jits friend, hope for his
ad' r000very.
I. . C. Slaughter, an old llopkineville
boy but more recently of Nashville, h
spending some time with friends and
relatives in the city. He is a recent
graduate tram the law department of
i'aaderbilt university, and will probe.
biy locate here for the practice of his
profession. He is a young MU
ability and it ill certainly succeed.
The maeagentent Is determined to Re-
am the very beet eutectics's at tlw
orl's lease sXe eeasoll. Already tier-
(al oC organizotiess of the
cevInt1110 have betiu Welted . The great
tragedian. Thos. W. Keene, has been se-
cured for Sept. 28,11. Ile has appeared
to Hopkinsville audiences on two occa-
sions and has never failed to fill Cie
house to its utmost capacity.
Bowling/Steen itemoerat : This morn-
ing In the 'Comity Court litre. Willie
Vereon Was 'adjudged,' lunatic. Her
maiden new Was Robinson, being a
daughter of Mr. Robinson, who com-
mit/et) suicide in twe cireen Hill neigh-
borttaid moue tlFe sitie. Her !petitc).
has ithie been an Inmate of the Hopkhmas-
liIe seytnin, having been adjudged of
unsound wind, Mrs. Vernon Pill be
reled ep ilovkinsville this afternoon.
ouseeptible editor of the Progress
must be a victim of the "queenship front
." Hear him : All that is Mtn
ersary tirplifeese I.art if all Elktoujley
to fluttering -a .eburn dasher Shit
an Ethiopian at the cralib ft M get a
glimpse of that little queenshlp from
Lebanon as she moves so gracefully *Ed
yet cofittettishly through the city these
evenings. That unive style of beauty
sius wØra-$pe. qpio4
atatt__4144* hatrom. captivate a regi-
ment.:1
ColdIf TrIcniaine t We had the pleas-
jgre of weeding* hnetsival.- given at the
'residence of Maj. Geo. G. Thompson, in
Hopkinsville last Friday night, to the
Commercial clubs of llopkinsville and
Louisville/ TIMM were atter per,
sons presoh Its was A. .shislr,
and did n01611%18. Ifilighleigge club,
under whose auspleea It wile strau.
mojoT, though nearly seventy-five viers
old, IOU as young lot melee as glean
of hrtr -ate et Arty, and appeared to ha
qti$e* *Mortis with the ladies. tie
(lab had engaged a string band from
Naehville, which enlivened the occasion
with splendid music.
Nothing new in railway c7relee as
yet,
Mr. Jas. K. Seesup is quits sick at his
residence on 71 street.
Tennessee and Studebaker wagons,
cheap for cash at J no. R. Green it Co's.
Manager Rodgers has booked I ayeot.
W Keene to play at the opera house,
September
• FOR SALA -A No. 1 steam ver-
huller, 10 h. p. engine and separator,
all in good repair.
1). I. Johnson of this city will speak
on the tariff at Mt. Zoar 011 the night of
Saturday, June 23rd.
A rabid doe was killed about three
miles from the city oft the Princeton
road, Saturday afternoon.
W, H. leyke was the Orate man to pay
Ills city taxes for 1$188. He got collector
Casuder'• receipt Saturday. Chas. P.
Johnson Callie In a good secoinl.
We Ed Gortnaii, a two year old son
r. F.T. Gorman, fell front a whitlow
Monday morning and fractured his arm
In several plates. He la suffering In-
pain, but not seriously injured.
the many friends of Mr. Jesse I.
rundsoti will be sorry to hear that
very ill at Salt Diego, Cal. lie has
I confined for several weeks but 14
thought to be slowly recovering now.
Mr. W. W. Ware brought to Lida
office a sample of bearded wheat grown
on his farm from seed sent him from the
agricultural bureau. There are an
average of 65 grains to the head and 3
pains to the mesh. Mr. Ware thinks
It will make forty bushels to the acre.
The Jailer /Henderson county writes
Jailer Long ti teply to inquiries con-
cerning Braxton's condition: There
have been four surgeons with him three
of whom are of the opinion he cabnot
rteover. He Is shot just helot% the right
nipple with a 3$ calibre Smith it Wes-
ton revolver.
The Proldbitionlats of the Second ('on•
versional district of Kentucky are re-
quested to meet in mats miner:aim, at
the court-house, in the city of Vender'
son, on Saturday, June 30th, at 1:30
o'clock p. m., to nominate a candidate
for Congress and to perfect organization
of the district.
W. W. Caldwell, r be was recently
sentenced to one hundred and fifty days
at bard labor, escaped from tile work
house keeper Monday morning while at
work on a sewer in the tear of the jail.
Ile plunged lute the creek and reached
the opposite bank in safety. Ile has not
been heard of, though the authorities
made vigilant search.
Juo. Henry Route, a negro who has
been guilty of nearly all of the petty
crimes in the calendar, ails Tuesday
morning arrested by Deputy Sheriff
Golay on a warrant sworn out by Mr.
Win Johnson, charging him with
stealing corn from his crib. Henry ad-
mitted having taken, atoleti and carried
away 14 buelleis of shelled corn.
Mrs. Juo. Willis died at her home
about eight miles from the city Satur-
day morning at 8:30 o'clock. She lied
Iv some time pest been in bad health
and had but recently returned from
Dawson, where she hoped to he bens'-
fitted by the water. She was in all
respects au estimable lady. mind mitres-
ually popular. The sympathies of the
community are extended to her husband
auil little daughter.
McKirees Wine of Cardui is for sale









.U. Millar. Pembroke. gy.
Stockholders of the gas company are
feeling jubilant. The last report trent
well was to the t ties.% that the rock
itibich always overlies the gas had been
struck, and the workmen say it is sel-
dom over four or five feet in tbieknesi.
is layer was struck alter psesing
ough a strata of soft black shale, and
metilately upon striking the hard
rock the drill was brokete Thug was re-
paired Monday and wort resumed.
'The Universalist &thumb lite bought
the lot on Main street on the corner just
south of Pr. Young's, the consideration
being sii buutiriel dollars cish. The
Aed was made Monday and woek will
soon be cmmenced on the church build.
rig, which, will be a handoome rick
time. The members of tide eiturcli
here are a plucky oet and thuugh few
In number) are a host In work. May
success continue to crown their efforts.
The terrible rain of Friday evening
was most inopportune, coming as lb did
just when the farmers were beginning
to harvest their wheat. If the repoits
which reach us from dittereht sections
eg the couhty are true It will be hard to
timate the 1001 paused hy this rain.
It poured down With Oath !nice and fury
that the sheet it many places was beat-
en to the ground, tangled end broken in
Such a manlier that it tan last be her-
Vested. Verily "It never rains but it
pours.'
A illMoulty occurred Saturday morit•
Mg on Mired Wallace's farm near New.
iSeid between Unwell Hawks slid Carey
Wallace, two negro men who were uul.
Slotting a portion of Um farm. The af-
fair grew out of the division of some to-
bacco land. Hot words tweed between
the men and Hawks drew a revolver
and shot Wallace through the left aide,
inflicting a dangerous and perhaps Ia.
tal wound. Hawke has not been cap-
tured. Ue was considered a desper:tte
character.
Frank James, the one-time terror
outlaw, passed through Guthrie, Satur-
day evening, on his return from Chichi-
Nati to his home in the stmt. He is a
quiet amid peaceable looking fellow anti
blie would never suppose he was the
man a110 once terrorizsd the whole
country. A New ERA tnan had quite
a pheasant little chat with him. Ile is
well educated awl thoroughly posted on
the matters of the day. Ills health la
greatly improved and there Is little
about iiitdim clearest that he was once
near death's door from COnatintp
thou.
Deputy Sheriff' Sutton placed in jail at
Clar'kevIlle on Tuesday nigh', 4 nif.,roon
Terrell, 4ain 'i.e and 4.4 Rat-Vora,
charged with "white capping" Mellon
Britton, north of New Providence.. 111
accused whipped Britton unmercifully,
after stripping him to the waist, and
they allege that lie told Writ. Dram., who
tore down his fence. Britton IS a col-
ored man, and from all the evidence
bee a trong case,, His body le !wily
lacerated He says that White heid him
dowit at the pistol's point while Uir oth-
ers lashed him with switches. Terrell
has given bond. The others are in jail.
The Williameon county 6un, pots-
Bailed at Georgetown, Williameou
eounty, Texae, in Its Items of dune I
Iontaine the fplipwing *44 antiomii..e-
went ; "pied I-Pr. 41. L. Leavell died
at hid boots in Corn 41111 on Friday,
June I, 105. 'Fite remains were
brought to Georgetown and Interred,
with **sonic honors, in the (kid Fel-
lows' ceioelery. Dr. Leaven moved
from Kentucky to this county about
three or for years ago, and
nettled in Corn 11111. Ile
soon Wade a favorable impression,
and died having the eeteern of those
among whom he reelded during the last
few year. of his life. Hie wife, a (laugh.
4er and three sons survive him. Two
of Hs sons, Messrs. Beaumont and
Joseph I.eavell, reside ill Georgetown







No one can afford to visit .the city of
Ropkieseille with out rielteng the mog-
ul/teem furniture store of,
THOMPSON & McREYNOLDS.
ellik mita at SHTER'S only 15.: pair.
When you want Hest-class furniture
at the very lowest prices! call on ,
'1110MPSON it Mt R•EYNOLDS.
A FACT
TligthililotboDelliod
John Moayon Belli a better
class of goods fin. the money
than any house in the city.
II is stock of
11101COZOI
are first-class, and you may
depend on what "Honest
John" says. If he tells you
they are good you may bet
on it.
Merchant Tailoring.
It you want a first cities suit of clothes
RO toGoRmAN,s
for good fits, tine trimmings and well
made clothes; he cannot he surpetuted
anywhere. A cluilee stock of foreign
and domeatie oohing@ arid trott.ering to
relect from and prices restottable. lie
doe* strictly first-class talloritig and the




Mo. 11 Seventh Street.
Smoke the R. G. Ihron AA I full
Havanna Filled Vier. ,Setirl try
J. It.list.aintsen.
We ham a Reef Clipper anti can cut
your dried heel as thick or as thin as
you might want it.
ANDERSON it TATE.
Black silk gilts lific at SHYER'S.
Buggies.
I have added to my stock of saddlery
sad harness a full line of buggies and





White goods in endless variety at
SHYER'S.
Limberger and Sweitzer Cheese
at Anderson it Tate'e.






Lawns In all grades at SHYER'S
For a good stnoke,trv R. G. DunnAA I. Sold hy J. B. (i•LBRRATH.
*3E3E3
Aliit hundred and eighty-eight:, •.'wMINIM anti chlitiren•' eastern trInitneu
sailors liu all colors, beautiful designs
and style*. with hest trimmings Just re-
ceived at Shyer's. These goods were
bought far below their value and will be
sold In a rush in the rine way. I can
safely say this Is the hantimmest lot of
this ohms of millinery ever shown at
one time anti in one house anti in one
house In Oils place. Also a new line of
terpedoesjust in at all priers. These
are the things for summer wear. Rib-
bons to mite h. We also have a new
lot of ladies' black, blue, brown, green
and tan yacht sailors in rough straw at
15c. Also yacht sailors in peak crown,
turn up at the back, selected straw in
black 35c. Remember the place,
N. B. SHYER.
Mrs. R. I. Martin, M'g'r.
FOR FRESH MEAT
call on Henry Drexler
at his new shop, corner
Sixth and Virginia Sta,
C. B. Eade's old friends
will find him in the
shop.
White corded peaqua at SHYER'S Sc.









ing and guttering a
specialty. Call and ex-
amine goods and prices.
Mr. Thos. Heagerty





Granite and Marble Monilmenti




Dr. Yonoue's Biotic Oil.
The create.' remedy known for all *rhea and
pains is bend, back,Toothache'r, etc., }thrums-
Neuralipa. Croup, Cone, Spralea, Bruises,
Frost Bites, stiff Joints, t ontracteill
etc One halt bottle hutS pint of warm water





rows Fit: the bie-t remedy known for all
impurities of the blood, a certain cure tot
constipation, indigestion,,Iyopekol• anti all matt
Isrlol trouble, and all &Rees to! the Wool's.
C l'TION: 'welling the ward °Coysiiolis" Is na
every bottle Manufactured by Da. W. I`
lot-oui- Ghlarrov. by.




farm of 400 acres,4bout
8 miles from Hopkins-
ville, 150 acres in tim-
ber, 2 miles from de-
pot, well watered,
dwelling with 4 rooms,
all under fence, all nec-
essary out-buildings, 2
large barns, all in
splendid repair, farm
in a high state of culti-
vation. Will sell low
and on easy terms.
Two frame Cottages
on Elm street, east side.
Rented for this yedx.
FOR SALE
At a Bargain.
A brick cottage with
7 rooms, also a frame
cottage. Both build-
ings on the west side of
Elm street. They are
rented to prompt pay-
ing tenants for this
year.
Fire and l'ornado Insurance written in
first-claas Companiee, and prompt at-
tention an ease of loss.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
1111.
We rent houses and collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-residents. Come to
see us If you want anything in our line.
Canis& Co.
Main street. Peteteoftice building.
•
CONE TO STAY!
We have bought the furniture stock of W.
A. Gossett and have already made large or-
ders for new goods which are arriving every
day. W,e propose to create a revolution in
the furniture business by selling goods at
Lower Cash Prices
than have ever been known here before. Call
and see us before you buy.





A. C. Shyer (Cc Co.,
call your attention to their magnificent stock of
Men's & Boys' Clothing!
in light and dark colors. Cheviots, Worsteds, Cassimeres, &c., in Sack
Frocks and Prince Alberts.
Sellurruma.45x• Cl.co Utah:Lig ?
ea
in Silk Pongees, Alpacas, Drap Dete and Flannels in all the lates
shades. We have the most complete line of
ITIVIDMIRM7M13.1R1
which we offer fully 25 per cent. less than value.
We have the Best 50c. Shirt in America!
SEE OUR
Striped Balbriggan Underwear at : 50c.
Men's Seersucker Coats and Vests, $1.00
We are offering some great bargains in suits of which we have only
two or three suits of a kind left. These we offer
At $3.00 to $5.00 less than Value.
also the largest line of STRAW HATS in the city at low prices.
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
Glass Cotner. Glass Corner.
C. T. YOuNet /President JOHN W. FAXON, Casioler.
Di° Nile M0110111118' Wing
cor
Authorized Capital, $500,000. Paid Up Capital, $100,000.
Offers its services to the citizens of Christian, Todd and Caldwell Connties, Ky. Accounts
solicited of Farmers,'Merchtuits and Individuals on the most liberal terms, to whom we
accord every accommodation consistent with sound banking. Collections made in any
part of the Pnited States, Canada or Europe.
All Business Promptly and Carefully Executed.
The Closest Attention Devoted to Our Customers' Interests
Your Accounts Solicited. JOHN W. FAXON. Cash'r
GRAB ORCHARD SPRINGS.
REDUCED RATES FOR 1888.
Board $2 pop Day: $10 to 14 per Week.
ltras and .tring band in attendance during,.--
So, 1. irruloro address
Tour Ad N1611 X AN. Manager. t. Crab Orchard.
.1 us.0 Kmh.e, ilievlItIODI "..up't, I lk,entucky.
THREE WONDERFUL
Sowilla
THE NEW, BINGES! AITOM STIR
(Slagle Thread . It Runt sith a Broth.
Talk NEW SINGER VIIIKST0111,
More modern. lighter running and .impler
than any other.
THE PEW SINGES' OaCILEATOIL,














THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMMIT. New Orleans,
203 Blain Street,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
DR. W. K. NISBET




The only Arm coif 13 lies gm less Shoe. the
world itimle without tacks or eat •. As st•Iiiih
mid durable as throw seating $n or on. ono Irv-
leg no tack. or Undo to' wear the stnekIng or
lik.rt the feet, mote. them a. comfortable 554
sell -fitting as a hand -retired .hoe Buy the
limit, .one gentyne ante,* stamped on bettors
"W 1.. ikugis. Si Shoe. warranted."
1W. L. sot sas.ss $4 PHOE, the orig-
:rat anti only hand oe.red welt 14 oboe, whit*
cut-torn- ut ode thhOr• eo.ti ea front te to is.
WV L. soottal.AN ty.50 hit mE is ea-
oNii/1.1.•IL. tI I or beaiLLywIlalrev pwier: wnra 
hey
all bet s, OM I is the beet school oboe tit the
world.
All the above geode are made is Contreras.
Button anti Lace, awl If not sold by yourdealer
write W. L. IMOUGLAn. ftreeksea.
Blab,.
M.Frankel et Sons, Ag'ta, Hopkinsele
OLD PAPERS,
Texas
Offers hie professional services to the peoirk Of Throttgb Tiekelle are DON on Sale. Call oa or
llopkinsy tile and vieliiity, address
-Orric a-
Ovfir G4ither's Dru4 Store.
B. F. MITCHELL,
lien' Par. sad Ticket set, Louisville,
and shoes
Suggies, phretone, spring wagons and
all kilTdo of harness, at lower prices
than stlywitere else, sold by Jim. R.
Green ,t Co.
j. 51.--Vol. 1, Metcalfe Kentucky
Reports, property of II. Wood. Please
return to this office or to Otho Ander-
son, attorney.
Charley lirorrie was fined $50 each in
two cases for violating the prohibition
law VVetinesday. The third case will be
tried 'Tuesday 20th.
SAVO motley by calling on Jiro. It.
Green it Co. for wagon., haggles, hat-
lima and farmers' supplieo geherally.
Cheapest place li; town.
Early peschee are now on the market.
Mr. W. M. Whitlow, of Caaky, who
own' onset the finest -peach orchards in
the state has ahippell much of the lus-
cious fruit to points north. Mr. Whit-
low was recently offered $9,500 for his
orchard.
Alex Trit•e, a white laborer em-
ployed at tile ruck crueller, was caught
In the machinery Tuesday meriting and
badly bruised. But for the timely res-
cue by several of hie fellow laborers lie
would have been crushed into &shape-
less mass.
Mr. E. F. Morris, the efficient watch-
man of the railroad yard, has had walks
of pulverized moue constructed across
the track on 7til street. This is a great
convenience to the public, as the water
stood In this plate, four inches deep
after every rain.
Following Is the new ocedule of hiss-
*anger trains IM the Ilendere01) ull VI•1011
of the I.. A N. Railroad; Trains going
totals tit If :52 a. to, anti 30:2(1 p. 111. ; gi -
lug stuuthi tit 1:55 a, Ill. Will 5:10 p. ui
The llopkInrvIlle aecouituteletIon leaves
fur Nashville at 5:10 a. in.; arrives trout
Nashville at 8:15. p..un
Sam Madden made a statement before
Judge Winfree durieg the investiga-
tiod to the effect that he had purchased
liquor of C. P. Nolan. Wednesday he
appeared before the judge aud stated
that he was mistaken Li the matter.
The case against Mr. Nolan, which was
based upon Iladdeu's statement, was
d to in I seed .
Bruce Snell was arrested Monday
evening by Constable Bradley fur violat-
ing the prohibition law. Upon ovum
pretext he was not sent tu jail and 'Trigg
Hunter was deputized to guard him
through the night Tuesday Morning
it was found that Snell had folded his
teut and, like the Arab, "eilently stolen
away." it is suppoted that he is a ILIAD
the borders of another state !wig ere
this.
retuLroke Criterion: A young
couple from icuttawa, Ky., came in this
morning to take the train f.r Spring.
field, Tenn., where they expect to be
married tetelay. The conductor, Lou
Waltz, arranged the furnitere Iii his
caboose and took them on its paswengere.
They had been seated ,but a few min-
utes, when the lady's anus ts a grape
vine) were entwined around the neu-
cleus of her affection. The young man
stood It as long as he could,and then
placed hie head upon her breast, where
he could dream of his future connubial
bliss. The couple were tired and mud-
dy, having ridden all night on horsback.
Mr. Waltz will atop lila train long
suough at Springfield to see the plans
well executed. They refused to give
their manses.
A New ERA reporter visited the gas
well Wednesday morning. It is now
1,250 feet deep. The drill ues broken
Tuesday and the tnachinery was not in
pperatio!). The gentleman who has
gliarge ef tie work Informed the repor-
ter Wet they had retched the hard fin- YOUR GAIN.
ty substance that always overtiee a res-
ervoir of gas. It never exceeds six fret
In depth. The other of eil is strong
the employ of the cempatty declares
that he saw gas escaping from the mouth
of the well Wednesday morning 'The
public Must make due allowance for
this statement. 'flue reporter In ooni-
piny with several other gentle.rien ex-
plored the wonderful Cave In the grove
near the well. Any purse') who makes
this exploration will feel well repaid
The interior is beautiful and picturesque
A small river with water as clear as
crystel runs over a pebbly bottom
through the entire length of the cavern
No eyeless fish or lovely niernielthi were
seen bathing In Its transpareet waters.
They were there probably but they
didn't happen to be seen by the repor-
ter and his companions.
me-see
Dividend No. 4.
At the regular annual meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Crescent Mill-
ing Co. a dividend of siT per cent
was ordered to be paid out of the !Jet
earnings for the sle.rnontlis ending May
latia, and the satire payable July lot




GO to A. G. Bush for boom
and nave money.
Henry Dreini hae moil-) let, his uew
building on 0th street.
It some enterprising barber ,would
open bath rooms lui connection his




We give especial attention to the
UhdertakIns Department of our buskFirst class agents for "'rile ci ids' Bi- UM.
ble" and other choice publics one of THOMPSON it McIlF,YN'OLDS.Cassell it Co., N. Y. Callon or Wren;
W. B. McMartin, at Mrs. Joe
516 7th street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
"Drug Emporium."
Feeling grateful to toy many trietklo,
and to the old petrol's of my ttredec o-
we, J. It. Armistead, for their Jibe
patronage and support, I desire to s
that they will always find at my Dr
Emporium every thing usually kept
a first-class drug store, embracing fre
drugs, medicines, chemicals, dye st
artists material, toilet articles, eon'
brushes, perfumery, stationary,
1 ant daily receiving freKh dregs,
enlarging- my stock to meet the wa
of every one who may favor me w h
their valued orders. Country physicions
will find It to their Interest to favor
with their ortlers, as I purchase et
fur cash, getting a liberal dimwit
so doing, and oan therefore offer
epeeist inducements. I chio.arivalepr nijelUteustvi lumen coo If
to tny stock a lar peattuilitue
pLrueYpiSireSdtintills°,uw
e)g
l'i fele I offer to I lotneopa.
Me physicians at the regular wholeseie
pricer arni guarantee setisfetitIon. Ci-
gars end tobacco a specialty._ Prescript.
loud carefully compounded It all hours
by J. N. Armistead Give us a call.
BuesPIllt 1.1K•V MEL
bY
We'can afford to sell you furniture
cheaper than any body else because we
buy the carload.
THOMPSON it McREYNOLDS.
Pink figured pongee gingham 10c, at
SHYER'S.
We make e specialty of every thing




sigh For The Seasons,
If the Summer Is backward we are for-




We will cut the cost to the eircum-
etaticeo, and eobvinee you that
A BARGAIN
IS ALWAYS IN SEASON.
We ean't force the season, but we
Can
FORGE SALE






Come see anti be convinced that
OUR LOSS
Will Not Come.
dodge J. I. Lamle*, the attorney for
the Uhlo Valley Railroad, has reueived
a letter from one u( the officials of the
oompany, in which lie eepreeties Um
that Hopkineville'd ellattees fur the
road are very pour Intlepil. Ile says that
1Iopkineville has tot been discussed (lu-
ring the seeeson of the board of direc.
tore. The old route with Jackson,
Tenn., as tite terminus is being very
favorably cousIdered and in all proba-
bility will meet with the approval of all
the directors. The board is still in ses.
Mott in New York.
-
Deserving of Patronage.
flue entertalninent to he given under
Clue auspices of the Christian Women's
Charity Assecietion at the court-hour
on the night of July 3r(1., is looked for-
ward to with great Interest. The ladles
are making repetitive preparations for
the reception and entertainment of the
large audience which they have a right
to expect. The program has been ar-
ranged with the Wilmot tare mud one of
the most attractive feattireo will be the
singing of Miss Jacobs, who has kindly
consented to tue a fftlivipsitt. The best
local iairfli the city afford"; will
take part in the t kerclore.
The proceeds of Vila etitertalentent
will be judiciously distributed to the
poor. Thlo organisation has been In ex-
istence itearly eight years, during which
time It has silently and ummtentatiously
tuittiotered to all the bruitied end perse-
cuted children of misfortune who have
1.11Ille r Its notice. A thou ma mid
deeds of charity ereaset down to I it reedit
in heaven. It asks the public to, Attila
its noble work and in the etderteinateot
it prepetws to give bailee received.
.m-d. ...-IMMIII.4.10.11.-1-5.110-4.6.5li
PREFERRED LOCALS
Cider, Pop, Seltzer and Blue Lick on
lee at Anderson 4 Tine's.
-
The Is. fa. Duni' AA 1 Cigar is clear
liavanah riled. Bold only by
J. B. GALPRZATII,
Machine Oil.
Farmers, why pay a big price fur
rnachlue oil when you can get it at Gar-
ner's for 15 cents) a gallon. Call at the
City Pharmacy,
Hay, Corn, Oats, Bran and Chicken
Feed at Anderson it Tate's.
WANTED!






















CROFTON, Ky., June he-James M.
Clerk, near Madelonis chureh, has
e Ight acres of wheat that were *own








JIM Mc nzie will be one of
entre cabli et when the new p
5 made up. This is a straight ti
When a retty girl gets arounROPKINSVILLE, KY. so front an increaae of a peek of seed fur- tients have pains abo .r..a.:,,ity,L
YAL ...al, ......
Toler Sprigs Term Be
nestled by Mr. F. Davie, commikioner chest and sides, and 
sometimes
dull
ow at a s rawberry and ice ere*
per and lakes a silent argumen38th
Tuesday January, 24, 888.
1
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
1 Laser salte-Itsghsh, Laos, Greet,
hear, sad German
S. SCIsncs--IlleatAl. Moral, and Physical.
S. inutaticsoss -applied Mathematics.





of agriculture in IsSie-of the Michigan
Ilyerid variety. I have been shown
some of the heath* anti they average
aabout thirty eight geene to the hew..
From Mr. Clark's experience lie is sails-
tie! that it is a succees.
Meson. Underwood Li; Co., who have
been renovating resilient here for sev-
i
n 
the back. They feel
31 
id sleepy; the .mouth 
has a
bad taste, especially ' in 
the
.
• 1 A sort of sticky slimeniornink •
eollects about the teeth'. '4'he
appetite is poor.a heavy 114:)11t:.re Di a
fe-Jling like 1 on 
the
faint,
.bun out of her lovely eyes, lie 1
pieces tin the spot and his pock.
holds 4 tiepthiese atid far-resold'
Utlin.
Ilemler.ou News .
A n grio womais, living on um
near a ii street, who hail partb
too vi ()rowdy in a dame last Si
4. LOMINIllos--Comansercial Law, Commer-
gal' ie. and itook-keeptue.
L AL Cours-(liesigoed. espec ally,
tee the beistractson of those who expect to teach
-Theory and rraetice of Teaching. Normal
Miatbada. Graded Schools. School Government.
*sheet Amusements, Teacher's Institutes, etc.
a. es AAAAAA Oar •SoPitillAILY Titaislau-
leading, steams, Writing, Geography, emit-
melte, ate. '
7. Music and /tar.
4. Two Li  socirese-resav aced-
log. Declamation, Recitation and Debating. r
5. [lady Reading and Writing exerciser to
pupils nis All Departmente.
le WORK the College challenges:0m parno0n
math any ;other erst-clase cones or scho. i
Mootkly Reports sent to parents and guardians
Both nixes admitted to the Study Hall 7.1





This powder never •arios. 3 marvel of purl-
y, strength so.1 wholesomeness,* More,eet
thel evoke, went to Fairview yesterday
to locate for a few weeks.
Bills are posted announcing the annual
Fourth of July picnic at this place, anti
his matiagels manifest a sufficient de-
epee of thoughtfulnees to announce that
the ecandidates have been invited."
.1. W. 'Vessel', who has had charge of
an extra gang on the railroad, will i •
to Rankin in a few days. NI 
sell
will take charge of the forLdog
stomach; sometimes a all
gone sensation at the pit of the
stomach which food does not
satisfy. setlite eyes are sunken)
„ ,
atned lecabnutilisintlyll.d feAefttAlte. Caine
a whireida
COI , a ake in, at first dry, but
r a few months it is attend-
ed with a greenish-colored ex-
pectoration. The patient feels
Ired the while, and sleep
night, was shortly •fter attache,
heart these, catistug speedy det
Twso of our worthiest and fil0
ular ung citizene, who have b
iiiiii1OU in their attentions lo
Hende otes most charming bell
a "alight mleunderstanding" in
to their claims for precedence
premises, which culminated in
cuff and pelice court tine. We
upon our chevallere the nece.
keeping cool this hot weather. 1
II" Prinwlent in n•-itkilre building.: 1 n g gStows& i• private families. emir catering
ta 54„.„,..y. issi, 'um( remain,
lag elail =closet ° of the Ireton in Juno. will
receivers ssonth's intros free. TRIMS 1100.
Foe further particulars. catalogues,
'cal than the or . mary kiiir, an eamo 
beou(siwea,-
. .
in tomtit titioi, with the multitude of .ow te. id,
abort weight alum er phosphate powders. ..vold
°say tus ones. ROI' a L BASING POWD1.159.-
, wood or a
The luck awe: 1
v. , or neitheeas an
girstwoth.
i to replant core, will be de-
termlned by the official report of mold
all
does not seem to afford any
rest After a time he becomes
irritable and
clash of jealotiey occurs, better at
the umpirage of the lady hive
deckle which gallant etijoys hi
as sea.
Etc. addrsee JAMES 11. WYSS A Is ,
Wall Strofil,,,:z..„1..,_,,_ _____
friend ours in the Hamby
nervous, iglToohneirye erence. If one gets the "niittet-- of preehict, and has evil forvigaiinga.
fleet that there "as
A..1. !DABNEY Ceat'S't ca.lets. 1113M911"1131130XA who has his eye on e ample of young . whirl-
are yet good
the as
farmers who are experimenting in that a 





















e• cry e he' e to
, be t serner.'
I o car. a'ui
soirees-
I- IlftliCTel A il .i
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direction. se e, 11.
Cleo-roe, K v., June 15.-Col. J. IV.
Mcleienson, Jas. Breathitt, 1). G. Wiley
and Mose West did more hand shaking
here last Saturday than is dons at the
clothe of a camp meeting.
Was. Ferrell has sold the house and
int on the corner next to the poud let
George Lockbart.
Messrs. Irvin and Wynn, from the
Purchase, organized a lodge of Wheel-
ince sensation In the head when
.r)
rising up suddenly. The I
els become costive; the skin is
dry and hot lit times ; the blood
becomes thick and stagnant;
Ihe whites of the eyes become
.
tinged with yellow; the urine.
LS scanty and high colored, de-
- . . 1
1 iosltillgh 1 sediment after steno-
no' There is frequently ars.
i rtfoenderreont tinienachri,;
sx)w_ The neg B ax o , w o w
byre011icer Turner, while attempb 
ak jail, and thought to hay
fatally wounded, is etIll alive al
rag well under the eircuinsuinte
iiss coneitlerable chance for re
A bulletin Is posted on tise publt
in the court house every few hot
actibing Ids condition to la ,
public.
,. ,
it ilil rumored that In the nearprice. givingMa days, semen Interest In settlement
voiore. I ablpsample washer, on
tonas. Wirt for portiertlars






  ---- ere at Consolation church Islet Ft kitty.
Tide section was visited by a heavy
rain lha Friday evening.
Dirs. W. II. Sisemore has picked and
spitting up of the food, sont.
times with rt sour taste awl
sometimes with a sweetish
the 0. V. will ke satisfactory al
useuts wall the L., St. le & T.
cousbine Biel build a bridge act
......................-...---.,...........--......-....
taste; this is fr.e.piently at-














At:Muni/AD Tp ANNOUNt K
MOSES WEST,
toralieralof Christian county.
Mondny 181 augud, laaa.
AUTHORIZED TO Mt:WI/Nee
D. G. WILEY,
Sheriff of Chrtstian county, at
ISM, subject to the action
party.
marketed over one huntirett gallons Di
cherries this season.
Alex woodson Wed acquitted of tile
charge of violating the prohibition law
before 'Squire Armstrong last Friday.
Mat Sliik tiled In the West School-
house district last Thursday of typhoid
fever.
l'rof. Beecham left Saturday for Un-
ion county Weeny/tea In the littered of
Crofton Academy.
Mrs. Rogers, from Consolation, le Vie-
iting her daughter, Mee. Dr. Pool, of
our town.
tended wall 1)41pH:ilia of tl iv
heart, the vision ht.:twines ini-
, ; . lieift IMI Wife spots fore the
• . 
. 1
,t, . , , „ , .. ,
tit es' hell' IS 11 rtiiiill'4 01 gi tat• i ,
DrOetration 11:111 teonitlittell. All
of these li III !WIWI A1'0 in tili'llY , t , ,
peeettli I., I t is l III eight that
nearly (me-third of (.1iir popu-
littler) bell dile tIlsit'Wee in some
of its varied forms.
It has been found that plly-
southern outlet for the Mackee
and a northern. outlet tor the (
Mr. 11.C. O'Nan, of Union
passed through yesterday oti ids
Jefferson comity, to visit reletivi
informed us that the crop of ve
Union county Is aa tine as he er
This Is the general opinion of t
mere of this county tioncerning t
in this c°ntity. Tile iliselline Iour ccently say they have had i
sale of machines this seseon &telt




















the Office of J oder of the Court
Pres at the August election.
TO AseettoreeE
BREATHETTI
for Judge of the Court of Corn-





Ceovroe, Kv., June 19.-Only three
gentlemen have had the hardihood to
announce 
that they will face the enraged
voters of this precinct, posing as objects
of their sympathy in the coming drug-
fr,le for the olilue of coutteble.
Mr. Heasley, of the Bainbridge, pre-
ctnct, Is plowing a Mute this steamer
forty-five years old. 'The mule la a
!T.:ell:MS line Militakell the
of this disease. Some
treated it for a liver complaint,
others for kidney disease,
etC bUt Uoite uf tiliesiee
treatment have luien attended
with success; for it
constipation anti dyspepsia.
•
IS also found that Shaker











talk with thew, they say tile ou
fine.
'Clarksville Tobactio Leaf J
.
Excavations are being 'nada 1
foundation of the new &pi :
lonage. Tfie plans, drawn by
Wilson, provide for one of the p
and most conveniently arranged
in the city.
Nona Lainbuth, a white boy, I
with two colored boys named (







AUTHORIZED TO AN NoLisi e
G. BRADLEY,
co„,it„hie in the Hop- i nt, iiie
1st Monday in August
Mexican mule and was brought into the
neighborhood front- Teeth when three
years old antl sold to a gentleman, who
owned it thirty years, when Mr. Hens-
ley bought it and has oe•neil it twelve
years. l'he Mule does good gork but
gel 4 Curative Syriii,), when
properly prepared will remove
this disease in all its stages.
r•teen) must be taken, however,
to secure the genuine article.
day, struck Useery over the bead
piece of wood, and produced a
that will likely prove fatal. T
I:tires/Ion is that Lantbuth acted I,

























The EITZ1131.8. GUIDE is
tuned March and Sept.,
each year. It is an ency-
elopedis of ireful infor.
motion for n11 who pur-
chose the luxuries or the
nerileitite• of Hie. We
you and furnish you with
and unnecessary
to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
hunt, wore* go to ohurcle„
home. and in various sises,
quantities. Just figure cut
to do all these things
and you can make a fair
the value of the BUYERS'
which will th stint unon
10 cents to pey postage,
WARD & CO.
Avenue. Chieago.D.L
bas loet its teeth. !Lit et a..; #1 &
- ' . * 'I rim under obligation.' 10 some frlend
for a copy of The Story of a Monument,
beiag the history of the Confederate
monument unveiled in your city last
year and containing the addresses de-
livered on that occasion.
Clabe Pryor, of Larkin, was here on
business yesterday. Duriug tbe war
Mr. Pryor was a soldier in the Seven-
teenth Kentucky, and in the cainpaign
around Chattanooga was the only,soldier
1 ever heard of that predicted that in
the charge on Miesion Ridge the summit
would be captured. In arranging the
IT WILL SELL BET'rER THAN
. CleTTON•
Mr, John (i. IIernptinstall,




been no nuuth bentstited by
.
Shaker Extract of Roots or
o • le a
menet 11 Esyrup that she sayst,
she would nailer be without
part of her food than without
the medicine. It has done her
more good than the doctors and
all other inetlicines put to.rether.c
I would ride twenty miles to
of the tire department are kickln
ly over a ruling of the board of
and aldermen respecting the el
of the trucks and engine to tires
the corporate limits. It seems to
opiniou of some that It will rest
ousiy unless reseinded by the bo
asmuch as it relieves the chief
authority in the matter. This
sr.,' discussed at a meeting of t
partment a few evening@ ago, wh
was determined to back the chief
course lie adopted. That gen
stated that be had not been office
prised by the board of Its actiot
thought he would have no diffiet
BELLS' AND ROPES! lines preparatory to charging the title it into the hands any stif- having the objectiona ele order r
Cesare Stresses •IPP.Ploolen Bela. ROFESSIONAL
..........................................---------............................e
CARDS.
pits at the first of the siege some of the
soldiers begitri to eat their rations.
There was no order to charge the ridge,
get of
"ferer if he can get it in no other
1 1- :..way. I theieVe it Will S0011 sell 11A
ed when the whole matter wai
oughly understood by all partit
PIIVOICIA.111. as every one acquainted with the cir- L; 12trls FiStott3 better than %Atop.
cerned.
___ ____...........____Hopkinsville, - Kentucky. cumstanoes knew, butes our old friend TkitTitlitY V FROM TIONA4. I Teld Tea se.
- Ciabe began his repast he took out a







































slice of bscon and cut it in twain ; be
began eatiug one half and carefully put
the other half le his haversack;
casting hie eyes toward the summit,
frowning with bristling bayonets and
murderous eannon, lie turned to his
comrades and remarked ; "Boys, the
other half of title bacon 1 will eat on the
MTh. S.E. liarton of Varner,1
Ripley Co., Mo., writes that
she had been long afflicted with
dyspepsia at id disease of the
urinary organs and was cured
I y Shak .r Fxtract of Roots.
t- t 4 •
ReV. J. J. MeGtlire, Merchant.,
of the same place, who sold
Bin E. A. Ireland, of Breen, I
tt Co., sisAtisiiss, Tens., says
afflicted with Piles for twenty
and I tried every remedy effete
"nally tiled tile EthiePiell 14
tnent. It gave me iodate relit











ifigrOare corner Ilte and St kill top of Mission Ridge before the sue
goes down." The history of the charge
reader knows, When the cone-
kIrs, Barton the medicine, gays




;". , and several





inand success tilly reached the summit
and whilie the Confederates were but a
sold years
and utwer knew it to fail,
Bilk WO .0.110.4T DEAD'
Fairview, Ky., June 19:-Dr.
the dentist, was in our city Frids
.
JMO. FIL.A111). 11. J. SITITite. J 1, I CI. fit... ND, Jet
tew Ituudred yards retreating down the
other side, friend Clabe cast Ids eyes
westward. 'rile sun was just sinking
I wag ii0 kW with (hymen.5 ,
sift that there was not a phir
Mr. C. W. Morrison was here ;










behind the trees. Thruselag hie hand
in hie haversack, he begaa eating Ids
bacon and complacently winking at 1,:s
comrades, remarked, "I told you so,
boys,"
sician to be found Avho coil d
do anything with 1110, 1 had
fluttering of the heart and
aNvimming of the head. One
day I retui your intniphilet called
Mlle Ca rrie Downer, of your
visiting her parents here,
Prof. J. P. Downer, of Elkton
tils neighborhood.




You cannot afford to waste time in ex
"Life Arnow' the aSillIkerll,"
Winch desoribed my 
disease
[lie guest of her tinck, Mr.
Detainer, and his family.
Drawing A..P. CAMPBEI41 49.
perimenting when yeti'. lungs are in
danger. Consumption always ite-erne, at
first only a cold. Do not permit auy
dealer to impose upon you with some
better than I tuuld myself. I
tried the Shaker Extrnet of
Itoota and kept on with it mad
. • •to I rejotee in health,
Thursday afterman a team bel
to Mr. Thos. Gray beceun. e Hie
and ran from tee st. E. Church
Mack Layne's gate, a instance a
TO TAKE PLACE
DENTIST,
flopkinsville, . . Kentueky.
Oliaa over M. Prieto! A melee
cheap imitation of Dr. King's New Dis-
covery for Coneumption, Coughs and
Colds, but be sure you get the genuine.
Because he can make more profit he may
tell you he 11114 liOnletill lig Piet as good,
or hest the same. Don't be deceived,
-day good
Mrs. M. E. Tilielt•y, Beeler,
MU hlenbtarg Co., Ky.
For sale by all lbuggist g, or
oxidress the proprietor, A. I.
seri •,_ i : : A r. A
a mile. Mr. Mack Crowley wits .
Int* town lionieback and met the
ways. He was unable to get oat
way and the wagon tongue etre
horse breaking r rear leg. M r.
Ivy liltneelf was injured.
' -
•
but India upon getting lir. Kiug's New
Discovery, widen Is Itiaraelsal to give
vv Illu• ids Hit teta. us Wiling]
.., ° t L# hi Ley 11.01.1tSw.5 • • - .
What Ed WIlkina wants to











lAVILL St NAHVILLE R.R.. ____ _
relief In all Throat, Lune and Chest af•




l'APIIKY, kV., Jiltie 16.-Mr. T. L.
Graham Is recovering from his lute ill-
e
Prince Roland Napoleati lionoparte
called on the president at the Whits
House, Motsday.
--- ----ages .. saw- _
a Mewed kegs! Opinion.
Mr. Henry II. Layile has see
poeition with Time. Gray ilk Co ,
city.
Rev. E. N. Dicken, B. le E he
Jas. II. Alien atteedel the fun.
ltev. Dr. Baker at RussellvilleMasa factored and guaranteed Urst-
1•1.11ims by C. w. Durkee, itopinasents





mi.. Sallie end Marie Darnell are
spending the Glasgow, Ky.
E. Bainbridge )1 'mirky' Eel., County
A"Y" ClaY 1:ce Icy ' "PI; 'ilia"
need Eleetric Bitter° arlth moat 'Hippy
eay, '1
--es. • -........-. _
Did Yen ever.Ouelaproved Five love e'er Family ene
Pr sewing Raceme. with all attach-
nest.  Id PI
thie "White" Sewing




' /see ‘fhe es' 4e ' ha'
G` 
._.&.., \. N., ,._I k ..,
1 , di A,‘ h.Y.
‹,-‘ c\ s.ft c.ii;,.. lair
I S5 ‘•• \:' ..'
summer at
Rev. Frank Perry !petit Monday
night at Bro. Whitakerhe en ruute to
Europe.
l'here Was a panoramic display at
results. My brother also Mai very low
with Malarial Fever ind Jaurnike, but
wee cured by timely use of this medl-
eine. Am sat1sfied Electric Bitters say-
w. ii. it„.„6,, hi. D., „( Bali
ate ., says ; I have been in the p
of medicine for over eighteen yes
never have 1 seen the equal of IIolai and .. armrest C. ifs,r.inifer-
L115,11144 by., •aese . Se 011
As elegant set of beasisad.
iureas as.1 wash -erusil.seld WARW 
an A Melte 'rids, Hogittalvf 'Madre






°GO 'a 4 -e/ J.. c-"se.
\Crb '4) , "‘
i 1# '9' \*'' 41 e \qp iv A (4^ 1
Green Hill Academy Saturday eight.
The splendid rains of the least week
Will enable the farmers to !trash plant-
lug tobacco.
ed his lite."
Mr. D. I. Wiledxson, of Horse t'ave
K add lik I 1 - II 'y., • a e test wony, sat Lig. e
positively believes he would have died,
had it not been for Electric Bitters.
'this will ward
Sarsaparilla. It has worked tu
here in curing Rheu maestri and Sc
Have almost (tome to the cane' Wile
I cannot prsetke without it." SI
A eamesehats Within ChaagE aid wtth Speed lieriveled * . *
Mrs F B Hancock and Miss Lucinda great remedy off, Ite
well as cure all Malaria Diseases, and
ell ereggee
oteas-wladiag gold watch.
or lady, valise . 5C 011
One share ark in the Owente/oro
lackey Club, vides  60 011
•-asie
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTEr won at. Loafs, kvanorills sad Broder:4
to th.
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
Chtky spent Tuesday with friends in
the country.
Charles Garland, • Popular young
grocery salesman of HopkinevIlle, opent
for all Kidney, Liver and Stomach Dia-
orders stands unequaled. l'rice 50 eta.
and 11.00 at Herry II. Garner's City
Pharmacy.
Congreseunan Mason raise! a la
the house of represeetatives the
(lay at the expense of Sunset Cc
hisA ahrhatle•te etc




ne. •aloo 4t OS
.t One breech-leader shet-gen, riles.. SS NI
A Ara-claw. standard solver watch,
tern-wind, for gentleman. sold and war-
THROUGH ODACHIS from &bore cities tofleeliviliti sad ...lottarteogs, making direct r.ill,
" Ìi'an Inth
P'•u.11tettta.zx Zalia.ce Carefor Atlantis, Sayan nal, Mason, J s.. I. GOA who,sed t.oitits i• fiorido.
-- ---
Mr. E. W. C. felwarde spent 'Fliers-
day and Friday in Logan antrrodd
counties on business.
Major Green Rickman chaperoned a
Suies special
Charlottesville N'a says: "A mare-
' ''age license was Issued Tuesday to John
A. Chandler and 1111se Amelie Rives.
Mr. Chandler and Dr. J. M. P e a04
Cox said that his ancestor had e
numerous hankie Mr. Mason le
whether he did it with a jimmy
Cox and Mr. Madan as 'kg mid I
'anted by L. Omaha; ciarksvine,
fens., valise  ts 00
A geed lima* eseidag sieve. with full
. none slurp. ss Gt '''. mea Num
iris a all porta.
NO TH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
party of youn folks on an excursion to
t a la L. o g sshiot hoc. eatureay.
,t. t
•r'e °ft of the luthefire°4• wen t t° dee
clerk's odic* mid requested that officer
grave-diggers have itcored a grt a
or,. Ill congress this year.
et olOssiels. owl we weed, value.... so oo ::. rsitasee Palace Can
- - -- - -
There w AA a heavy rah. an.I wind
GO say nothing of their miettion. The 'el ee• that are fretful. rehitt of Clothes    PU 00
Oae Lovell Mashing Machine, with
each and wringer. value 13 50
L sops of Raad. McNally As Cal:', Rum.
Noss Atlas' of the Worid, valued at IS CO
EMIGRANTS tie kilg "6"i-  " the0 thl oad will
fficvio• reecial low .
...ss 1geole of Mr Comer, for rase., roars.
ix , tr .rIl.. C. P. ATMORE, 6. Ft 4 T. A,
") ;grid
storm here Friday dternoun damaging




Mr. J. '1'. Littk, et' Ifislrellle, Tenn.,
.
register dhows that the license author-
izing the marriage ef Mr. Chandler and
Miss Rives waft iesued, but Is silent as
tO the eat* and place of marriage. Mr.
Ilieli.b1N.42.9,_ slow. or troubled
1% Ind/ Colic, Teething Pain:
Stomach Disorders, can be -re
at °see by using Acker's Baby fit
It contains no Opium or Mor
es*
apent Sunday as the guest of Mr. Win-
Chandler is a connectiott of the Astor, /mace is safe. Price 25 cents. ticIllameari steam Washiag Machine,
Was..  Is 00 - -- atoll llenry.
l'here is a rumor to tbe effect that our
of New York." • later dispatch from H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsvill.
Pry Goads ..  10 00
eatrees-   5 00
keel's Mammal a Delaselic lloottelec,
ries  5 OS
lees Id/sery Cpsiegedi a  s to














new depot will be oonnseneed this week
am! be completed In time for the present
wheat crop.
Mrs. S. E. Wartield and Miss Annie
attended church in Hopkinsville Sun-
day. OLD IISNNX8SILY.__ _______
Charlottesville, Va., says that Miss
Rives, the authoress, will be married te-
day at her residence near Charlottes- convention?"
Ville.
-- -- ,
T\Ipei vcAixsov‘ why Acker'
" Blood Elixir an
is warranted, is because it is the best said
„.. ,IlOW many votes are rho!'
nominate a candidate in the CI
Inquired Col. Blot'
who was carrying on a heated disci
with Maj. Buttons. "Four hu
e even, rep t le major. Id I " lied 1 • "I'
the colonel. 'erhen there's nL Deggfwehelt Heider  
I 14
Prentaats to be added  tit5 MI
oral
i\-) 4.3")sk tLruifine vvitia any Virot.t or
Disease. If have
Blood I'reparation known. It will posh for
Uvely cure all Blood Diseases, purifies the d..a.e,
you to say anything against rui
tu I a chancel', for he has mote
Toth .... ... . sewn at
livery ssaserfIthr 00 ths WesiGr New }:11A
w sae year, ,a1111.1*. gets OM ticket. sub-
armors se she lien.Wirsiee, &creel a yaw.
et two tickets. cie ter at: months, ;La, ems
abet An Asper. Stapp's.' W A,. .9seseriptios








sooTzLn ce i se and
g you
a Cough or Cold, or an children are
threatened with Croup or Whooping Cough,
use Acker's English Remedy and prevent
further trouble. It is a positive rare;
mid we guarantee it. Price 10 and 50e
H. B. G ARNIM, Hopkinevilie, Ky
_ _ ___.........-........-- -- -
Those who attend the Chicago con-
doubtless declare
whole system, and thoroughly builds ap the
constitution. Remember, we guarautee iL twice
H. B. Garner, flopkinsville, Ky him
- --...... nm-- - major.
• 
,
rhe enake liar ie getting In Ills work.




that number of votes plede
already." "Nonsense," sal(
"Bet you," salt! the col
Done," sale the major. ""
coins in on different ball
the colonel, "and you'll
add 'em up."
ventfon will the New
Three Vearl.
--........e_ese-___
a A L ur HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
Tie Fran and Largest Ifotel ha the City.___
Kates 51.W to 114.0a Per Day.
toweretas to Rooms




























Toss delegatee-selarge alone worth the
price of adelimikm. Here ledie pro-
gram* already laid out for them :
Warner Miller in the chair.
Chauncey Depew in suepense.
Tom Platt in hie glory.
Frank Hiscock in repose.
'rite only change which ie probable
connate in occasionally putting one or
more of the big quartette in hot water.
After
W. F. Walton, of Springfield Tenn.,
gays: "I have been suffer's g with Neu- that
ralgia et my face and head offend on Read
for three yeisre I purchased a boxef Adairaville,
Dr. lettinere I nfallible Neuralgia Cure Fort's
and took eight of the pills. I have noi blind
felt any symptom* a Neuralgia since, Meter
It gives ms pleasure to iheammend it." and
Sold by ell druggist. out
Tbe Dudes Knew It.
Or if they don't they should I
Mangum Root Liniment cure.
In mules for W. K. Hun
Ky. J. II. Mailer)
Station, Tenn., cured his lac
staggers wItb It. la feet
Liniments it. invaluable for
beset, and rio funny should be
it. Sold by all druggists.
•
.'"illaaaitikelW-121:Yerr40)1441S:•• -


















































































































Dr. W. A. Hammond, in an article in
the New York World of Sueday, gives
some very good advice for hot weather,
the diseases caused by heat and how to
avoid them, together with many other
good suggestions. After calling aUen-
testi to the fact that owing to the vicious
methods of ilvitig that prevail among
certain cheeks of the itiliabitante of the
larger (-Wee the Mileage and deatierate
is wofully augmented, he adds that dal@
is more than compeneated for, in the ru-
ral districts at least,by the opportunity
given by warm weather for living the
greater part of the day In the open air,
and It fillest not be forgotten that very
ecid weather makes sad havoc among
those who have reached old age or who
esareusessuejected to other debilitating
There Is scarcely a vegetable, as feel
says, which is weed as food which Is not;
wholesome If eaten in season, not in a
send-decomposed state, and properly
prepared for the table, fruits, from the
strawberry, which Le the lint to appear,
to peaches, pears and apples, which
come later In Ulu alralOil. But whorl
they are brouglitfirdes distance, hav-
ing been picked titi6 atill green, and
after their arrival have frequently been
kept by the dealers until they are more
or leas rotten, they cannot be conskiered
suitable articles of food. Children are
perticularly affected by them.
The other great danger is heat fever,
and one of the best ways to avoid this
disaster is to get Into the country as
soon aa the very hot weather makes its
appearance. Where to gu would seem
the next consideration. 'rills is • ques-
tion in regard to which no definite rules
cue be laid down, but not one which
ought to puzzle anybody living Hop-
kinevIlle. Kentueky is full of places at
every range in price, and the summer
in the city is by no means unpleasant.
There is quite enough of the doctor's
good advice to do some good to those
who may be in want of Information as
IlOW they should Ilve during the sum-
mer, and he says very truly In conclu-
sion that if they keep cool both In mind
and body, get sufficient supply of pure
and changed air, attend to the digestive
organs by avoiding improper food,
bathe frequently In cool water, drink
nothing In the way of alcoholic liquors,
arid take moderate open air exercise,
they will place themselves In the best
condition for living comfortably not
only through this eummer, but for many
other summers yet to come.
Salve•
Backlen's Ara
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, emit Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and pooltively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
periect satisfaction, or motley refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. Fur sale by
H. B. Garner.
I. A. Kelley's Thirty Thenaand Dollars.
Much Interest has been shown In va-
rious ways In the tax receiver of Pitts-
ton, Mr. M. A. Kelley's fortunate in-
vestments and It has been deemed of
public interest to find out what lie thinks
about It. Learning that Mr. Kelley had
received $30,000 through the Miner's
Savings Bank, a reporter interviewed
him. He said he simply bought one-
fifth of ticket No. 55,315 which drew the
Capital Prise of $150,000 in the May
Drawing of the Louisiana State Lottery,
for which he paid $2, just as he would
have put up a margin on stock, and he
was surprised to learn that there were
men In town who knew the value of the
ticket a week before lie was advised.-
Pittston (Pa.) Gazette, May 26.
-..111. • .•••--
Ines Baby one sick, we gay• her Gerrie,
Wass air woe a Child, she cried fee Career
Thom id.• brains Masa elm along to Career
Whoa Mehl* Childsee. lite gie• Um Osman*
Burglary at Elkton.
correspondence Henderson Gleaner
EARIANTON, Ky. June Deb.-Last
night, waen the boarders at Mr. Pat
Wheeler's hotel were supposed to be
asleep, a man who gave hie name as
Bonilley, and professed to be a railroad
detective, enriched himself by taking
from the different rooms of said hotel
a fine silver watch, a coat and pair of
shoes and then making good his eecape.
The elforte of Marshal Earns worth to
oapture the thief were un•valling.
This morning, as paseenger train No.
53 was going down Baker Hite& brake-
man by the name of Birch, len from the
train and Was badly hurt. He was
talien to Nashville to be treated by phy-
sicians.
Yesterday, about a dozen of our dar-
Urea got into a difficulty and -the result
wite that a girl got knocked down and
dragged out by one of the party.
Four companies of negrosoldiers have
been tent to Arisen& tied New Mexico
antleapation of Indian troubles.
•
A CENTUKY'N GROWTH.
Cincinnati Ned Her l'enteunlalEtps.
sltlea.
Beginning on July .1, and continuing
of tide until (he. 27, lerie, the queen City will
hoel a grand jobilee celebration In hon-
or of the 100th anniveraary ol the flrst
settlement of the North% est Territory,
of which she now forms a most conspic-
uous port. The idea seems to be in this
event to show the stupendyTtio strides
made, in a century's time, towards dye
hemp, lization and enlightenmeneethe more
ractict readily to 'merest the beholder with the
rs, but wonderful eontrast between then and
odges, now. The scheme Is a noble one, and
tracks right nobly will Chicinuati acquit her-
refills Bell of this gigantic task. Fortunately,
• that ebe line able coadjutors. These are the
id by eleven states of the Union contiguous
to that territory, and from each slid ev-
ery stete will be sent exhibita repre-
twitting the greatness and the resources
of the different conenohwealtlis. '1 he
States officially interested In the design
are 0111o, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennes-
see, Michigan, Iowa, Whoon-
sin, Penneylvanla, West 'Venetia aud
The governor@ of the above
states, with a staff ol co-uorkets, have
been engaged for a year past in perfect-
ing the details of their work. In addi-
tion to this, "Uncle Sam" comes forth
with a Government exhibit, embracing
thousands of valuable awl rare articles
stored In public buildings in Washing-
ton, and then the enterprise rises int-
meaeurabley higher than a mere local















































An o Perak a•us-We handle exciu-
steely the only double square bottom
bag in the market and we sell teem at
50 per cent off the list for the "regulars"
and 40 per cent for the "extra beavys."
If you can beat that, don't come to see
us for bags.
Col. Tom Ochiltree thinks that among
Preeldential candidates Sheridan would
have had the strongest ptill In the south.
Southern men like a gallant soldier.
Sheridan was brave enough to fight the
south, and be was brave enough to pro-
tect them-the people. "Beeidee,"
said the festive Tone with a smile, "you
know Sheridan hart twins. Start
Lite gallant general with thew two twins
down south and lie would heat his Steen-
modals doe."
"Int suppose Mrs. Cleveliiid
should-"
"Great Scott!" said Ochlltree. "In
that case there would be DO show for
Sheridan."
•• _
e- • - sheetetteeseregettelgahsk.
Istieth Notes.
Ail loos, June 17.-M re. Harriet
Ralston *petit part of last week with her
son, David Ralston.
A party ma young folks were enter-
tained at the residence of Mr. Jas. Put-
ty's last Wednesday night. The cou-
lees present were Mr. A. A. Buckley
and Mies Minnie Cooper, Mr. W. D.
Ralston allil Miss Elia Templeton, Bob
Hall anti Miss Josie Putty, John Piety
and Mies Mary techarileoh.
hi Alice WIlicuitt has returned home
frotu your city.
Rev. Mr. Lamb will preach at Lesion
Chapel next Sunday. The choir will
furnish good singing. S. S.
Owes Triblibild tor Smuggling.
On the • Belgian frontier smuggling
with the aid of trained dogs is said to be
a flourishing busiuess. Cigars. jewelry
and lacte constitute the u-ade The ani-
mals reOl.lie a special training for their
protegees°, Tlie iract ice COltaista in
ire...lute one plaCe in Beiseum to
another iii Frame anti vice versa. avoid-
ing the high roads and the revenue men.
The latter they are taught by bitter ez-
poriot ice to at oid, for the smuggler, who
train thorn keep a good supply of uni-
forms of revenue ()dicers on band. Thais
uniforms are donned by confederates
whom the doge have never seen. and
these fellows beat and stone the dogs un-
mercifully. The result is that the dogs
run wheneve•r they see a genuine officer.
When the dog is started off on his jour-
ney with his load the smuggler sets out
for the same peer, hut lie takes the di-
rect route, or travels boldly by rail, car-
ing. o( couree. nothing fur any limpid-
den of his beggage.
There was a remota dog of this kind
in Nlaubeuge. He made the fortune of
his master by carrying laces across the
French frontier. Ilia natural color was
white, but be wore all sorts of diaguesea.
Seined nies he wii.3 blac k porneti mat brown
and eoineernee he was a mighty thick,
shaggy fellow. lie was called Cute
(Mahn). and he was well worthy of the
name. A price e us put upon his bead.
and all sorts of traps and anibuecades
were prepared for him. It ta said that
once lie emitted the frontier dieguisted as
an innocent sheep dog, travelling with a
flock of sheep. Hui death was quite
tragic. Cute died in hareems like a her(a
He waa charted by the revenue officers
anti repeatedly fired upon. In swim-
ming iterthe the thicaut he was mortally
wolinded. hut he managed to reach the
shore. it here be died. Lewes valued at
11.000 trawl were found in les reversi-
ble overcoat.- liome JournaL
Th• Old Vo.hioned HI rod Mao.
This is the day when the "hired man"
who is elignesi to work oti firm for
the weasel reports for duty, provided, of
counie. that there is soniewhere a farm
on which such a relic of a bygone age as
the hired man is to be found this _tear.
What an institution lie used to be in the
data wheel we were young! A thorough-
bred Yankee; not a drop of imported
blood in his veins; strong and lithe, and
active and tireleas-intelligent, fairly
well educated. skilled in his business, and
as a rule industrious beyond the belief
of this ten hour generation. From the
time he drove kis ax into the woodpile
in the door yard on the 1st of April until
the clooe of the season, after harvesting.
he expected to work, and be did work,
not from sun to sun, but from dawn to
darkneiss, and then did the milking and
fed the pigs afterward. flis day was
fourteen. fifteen, even sixteen hours long,
anti it 'never occurred to him that it
should be shorter.
Ile was no specialist He could do
anything. Ile was smart with a scythe,
handy with a hoe. cute with a ores*
aed ezperienced with an ah He knew
how much grain and gross seed were re-
quirts! to the wee, when grams was fit to
cut. awl when it was hayed enough to
"go tit.- arid he did not need to be told
when to drop turnip seed in the corn
thee or how to put corn in the shock. He
could build wall. make cider, shingle the
barn, mate a hayrack or doctor a sick
hog. it was sate to leave him to work
alone. And he got for his services $10,
12. possibly $1.1 a month for eight
months, and saved three-fourths of it.
Then, when he had worked eight or ten
seasons and accumulated a few hundred
dollars, tie prohably married the •-hired
girl." who bad been at work for a dollar
a week mud saved half of that. bought a
farm, got out of debt little by little, edu-
cated uis children and sent them to the
city to (wrench or praotioe law, or work
in the store or shop, wink he stayed oat
the aid homestead. -Manchester Mirror.
Tb• Others eve
The surface life of Reran is sot spec-
thotneell hePreadve. as it is in Paris and
Warriors. The citizens are, with the ex-
ception of the officers. the worst dressed
men in Europa They are aptly described
by the word slouchy. The neckties are
dim and chosen with execruble taste. and
the clothes are baggy. ill fitting and
dingy. This is the more remarkabie
cause the officers ef the German army
are the keeling dandies of the civilized
world, and the crack tailors of London
and Pans are weerly all Germane. In
his native city-the German wears Gig and
rough boots, Ind garments noticeable for
their clutositiese He lounges about
thcotrea. music halls and cafes. ith
Winds in his pocketed and his head hang-
ing torment. comets& to drink bete aed
talk-and It is m hen he talks that the
chatot begins. It is astonishing to a
traveler who has grown accustomed to
the aotenin. stupid arid conveetional talk
of the English or the constant and unre-
lieved eugisestivenees of the French to
hear a party of Berlin men a discus-
sion They are the hest talkers in the
exhibit ef abeolute and varied knowledge
in the worki. --Blakely Hall's Bertha
Letter.
Depressing Personal Ai mesphere.
In some households the wind is always
-in the east," and no one quite knows the
reason. The causes. patiently traced,
usuhly oenter in someone luember. lie
may not levet w hat is usually meant by
"li bed tempere• and may go on, day
after (Ito, giving other% little cense foe
active complaint uguitet hint. Anti tee
his ponionul atinceplitire Is so depreeting
that Uso conetitutionally sober are mule
ntelancholy le his pretence and the
light leered find theesselvte deep in the
bitten. don't see why everybody corn.
plains uf iny iussinsr," once saki a nate
estimable gentleman; e'en sure I don't
easily keno my temper, and I tierce say
disagreeable atingle." -Ali. but tot'
al% SyS forth as if you were thinking then),
anti that's week," ansuered candid
frie•nil III premed critictsm is. intleaxi.
sometimes harder to hear titan a frankly
tithe ed cemplemi. - exchange.
The Illinois txxirti of health lias sent
notices to till the railrotei comennies cen-
tering itt Chicago directing them to at
puce put their stations anti grout* ig
good semitary ceedition. This is done m
14:01111(•:(1011 WO efforts being made by
the beard to prevent the appearance el
0boiere end ether reidefeie thaetiete in
Illinoie; tins your.- N. w Orteens Tessee-
DentocraL
- --
The Empress,' foromotlou Orem.
The empresis (if Rumen has sent her
coronation dress to the national museum.
The mantle was literally cloth of sold.
fer it sees 11 very supple gold tissue. with
the heraldic eagle of the Roo:Anode ap-
pliqued in black silk. On the heart of
the bird was the arms of Moscow, the
meted city; on the wings them* of the
kingdoms (her uhich the czar reigns and
of the duchy of Finland. The train of
the drese waa also of gold tiseue, richly
embroidered, and the coneened weight
eo metallic thread as was used
in the dries reel mantle caused great
fatigue to tile illustrious "tearer.- Boston
TnenecripL
Oil of Pepperwelet.
Cal of peppermint in vapor diluted
even to a part in 100,000 will kill cock-
roaches in an hoer, they dying in con-
y-When& Otte drop of the oil placed
under a bell jar coverinit a cultivation of
cholera bacilli will kill both bacilli and
sporty in forty-eight !aura. It is also re-
garate as among the best surgical ILLS-
and of great value in plitheis
and diplitheriLL -Boston Budget.
Two Rinds of Letters.
R0000e Conkling. who, einoe Ills retire-
ment from public life, scruidloualy re-
frained from expressing lia opinions
otherwise than privately upon public-
especially political-subjects, said: • •T wo
kinds of letters bother a man most-
those that he writes and those he dote
not write."-Philadelphia Ledger.
Coolkfog I/oafish Sparrows.
The Japanese students at Cornell uni-
versity have a way of cooking English
sparrows so that they make a very pala-
table dish, atel the Jape like them so
much that they make a standing offer 54
tairztleents apiece for al4 the sparrews
t to thehe -New jp.lcit Sets.
As Anwiliew who has traveled for
two yews Oh enema, says be never
thane onsaamnan mak another to eolve a












For The NERVOUS Randomise'rxrxr =haft atonsarys. 0baahaft madoedMOM
The DEBILITATED NAL ,....5,..1.5.rasa *a so. sew la Mewarbas
The AGED. WELLS, RICMARDSON A CC. Prop'ssusaiscrros.wa
GiAILT.TC111frAlkare
aMWMINMERiato
Large Stock. Well Assorted. Prices low. Work • Specialty.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn
 a
Garner's:-:City:-:Pharmacy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
--One of the largest and moat elegant edifices in the city,-
New and Complete In All Its Departments
If . R. Garner, of the old Sim of Una & tiareer, who tor many years Id the Irani drag trade IsWester itentocky, hailed purchased Isr. Mai a loterest. la sow sole propriMor of Lae new home.will use ali hie expertence and ability to luermes. If ponelble, Use high reputalloe of Ma aid aro for tel.dealing, competency and relishOit), by O sepia(
Pure Fresh Drugs and Medicines
•od stock of the root qu•lity In all Misertmente of tbr teed*, at the lowest prior =rends &seof•very Sind, Including hill MINA N WILLIAMW CELEBRATED P•INTILare beet and moat prelim In stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
lliaaufaeto red to order any (weenie. A sure anti rfe roinady. Dries- Rrise. Norries sad nottimeJoins a bp...laity
Proscriptions Carefully Committed
-At any hematites Day Of MAL
Itiattre C. IC. "ViCr.T.7,alrg lobo MINN REM
H. B. GARNER,
Ratemurner '4114141am*
NAT t.AITHER, Manager E. GANT. Datelelea.
CANT & GAITHER COMPANY,
-FlIeletlETORS-
Plazite3x-sa' Niiiiirsariskicsusisca.
Tobacco and Wheat commissions Nierebassaa. Ill•pkinavilie, •
J W Metiangliey, President. Director: B. B Nauss. M. D Desersa. U . Itebses. T th
liaises, M. Lapointe. •. U. Boars.
T. It. H•NCOL K. COOPED. W. I. mum. ItAteiDALS.
Hancock, Fraser te Ragsdale,
2' It P RI=T021 .15,
MAIN ST. TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,
CLARKSVILLE. TRIPS..
Floating Exchange.
T. E. ilattaCOCk,  Kalamai.
W. J. ELT, .  Book-I oeper
Special Attention to Sampling azd
1 sieriasprevra.a.e,10 ti Main stress.
RACNSDA LK, bakseinea.
T. B. FAIRLZIUM. .. Hook-keeper.
Selling Tobacco. Liberal Adelina*
Made on Consignments.
All tobacco insured unities we have were"' instructions to the coistrar.
T. 5111XDOK. C. R. I.LLUMS. J. T. EDWARDS. iNJM P. le ASOR.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
csuseacpcNco 118161.14Z519111114E,113.•
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKSVILLE. TENN.
Cash ad vanees Torre in 1401T, or in the %ands of reponsthle farmers sad derres. All
Tobacco insured what. is store al the expense of truer, except where tier. LS SU advance sad
then withotu •ritten orders sot to insure.
WILisc5431‘roa•ms ihacore.•
Than say house la the Wilonera Coots tr7.
W W H. FAXON. Boolt-keeper
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
 4
JOHII b. MILLI,
Tolima Wareimelei, Commission lercluti id Grail Dealer:,
SEVENTH AND K. R. STS., HOPKINSVILLE, KT.
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MAIO JUBILEE gibratist tbs Softionot of go Nortivntse Torritory,
UNSURPASSED DISPLAY.
exounsion
11 111oftWoulDs Como to SO
•
More Walter A. Wood Mowers in use than any other make in the world,
-33Ec.A.tre=-
They Do Better Work, Are the Lightest Draft, and Last Longer.
We are permanent Agents in bristle. county for Waiter •. Wood ItlisAter.. Ite
Mower. an.I Ha/ ital.,. the mom complete •ool highly improved line ever WM by Amy
in the wiold. tor same of mmagemeit •11141 light draft the) hest the world.
Farmers Call and See Our Samples
now up ot the Almon Block W I. • ill keep a roll ha' of Repairs for all alter A . Wood Mae
ohms.* previously sold ia this ,•siarly.
We are &Imo agent. fur I tagslinsil ALeirelas'
I. 111141, Than. her. Cars Shari ere (with orr
%Mooed shuck , Paw Willa sad win auppihaa.
Please give us a call loiter purehamag sortie's
is the above Ilan.
ReapecUully,
W. B. & C, T. MASOWi
2w:tarpon 331cic)1.5
, 31ley.
